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PREFACE
This thesis represents a journey of almost 1 year. I was lucky enough
to be given the opportunity, by Ingrid Duchhart and especially
Germain Bakker at ARA-Zambeze to travel to Mozambique for my
thesis, as part of the MSc program of Landscape Architecture at
Wageningen University.
Before the start of this thesis, I never thought I would be up to
the challenge to living in Mozambique for two months, successfully
conducting research there, with this thesis as a result. I am grateful
that this report proves that it was possible after all, and that I can
present it to you.
My fascination for urban design, sustainable agriculture, and
designing for climate change were all met in this project. Josje
Hoefsloot, with whom I travelled to Mozambique and conducted
the research done there, helped me to see the beauty and
opportunities in Africa in general and Tete in particular.
There are many people I would like to thank for their support
throughout this thesis process. First of all, Pieter Germeraad and
Ingrid Duchhart, who guided me in all phases of the thesis, to
keep me focused on a good result, pushed me when necessary,
provided me with a critical note. Their knowledge on the context
of either developing countries or the African context proved to
be invaluable, as well as on small scale designs and practical and
pragmatic solutions for design problems.
Also, I would like to thank Germain and others at ARA-Zambeze for
their support. Germain helped me and Josje to facilitate our visit to
Tete, and to support my further research and design process. Other
collegues at ARA-Zambeze I would like to thank are Macaringue,
Magú. Claudio and Lucio, who assisted us on our field walks, and
providing me with much needed inspiration and information of the
city.
Again big thanks go out to Josje Hoefsloot, friend and colleague,
with whom I had the privilege to work together, and even after the
field work done in Mozambique, we had many conversations and
discussing on the focus of my thesis, and thus improving this final
result.
Lastly, I should thank my family and friends for their patience and
support, and for providing me with the confidence needed during
the last stages of writing this report.

SUMMARY
Urbanisation and climate change put
increasing pressure on the quantity and
quality of urban resources, fresh water and
food in particular, of African countries. These
resources are increasingly important, since
more and more people are dependent on
them due to increasing migration rates of
cities. The challenge is to ensure safe and
reliable urban resources, close to the city, for
the future.
The city of Tete in Mozambique, in one of
the poorest countries in the world, and
located in a hot and dry part of this country,
is an illustration of these issues. Tete is
intersected by the Zambezi river, providing
fresh water sources and fertile grounds for
urban agriculture. These are both centred
in and dependent on the Nhartanda valley,
a former river branch, now an open space
in an otherwise crowded city. The quantity
and quality of the groundwater of this
valley is under pressure through increased
urbanisation rates and lack of basic facilities
for new citizens. This is manifested through
pollution of the groundwater and occupation
of vulnerable areas.
ARA-Zambeze, water board of Tete,
provided the assignment of this thesis: to
develop spatial and flexible strategies to
protect the Nhartanda valley in the future,
that fit within the local context. An integral
and pragmatic landscape approach was
adopted to create a landscape framework for
spatial landscape incentives, that encourage
protection of the valley. Thus the design
question and objective of this thesis is:
How can an adaptive landscape framework
be developed in the Nhartanda valley to
facilitate sustainable urban agriculture, water
extraction and sustainable development?

To answer these questions, different
methods were used, executed in part in the
Netherlands and in part in Mozambique.
Literature study on landscape systems,
ecosystem services and environmental
protection was done to form a theoretical
framework. Through a landscape and
system analysis, supported with photoand interview coding, a full understanding
of the local landscape and its systems was
generated. This provided me with the
knowledge that environmental problems are
connected to the water cycle, and located
and/or originated particularly in the edges
of the valley
The research provided input for the design
of protective strategies for the Nhartanda
valley. Through the design of a design tool
set, a zoning plan and four example plans,
interchanging between different spatial
scales, an adaptive landscape framework
could be created. This resulted in a landscape
framework focusing on strengthening the
edges of the valley, encouraging sustainable
use and ensuring infiltration of (polluted)
water far from vulnerable fresh water
sources.
The design should not be regarded as a
blueprint design. Recommendations are
made for spatial incentives and a strategy
in time, while still providing an adaptive
approach and flexibility in the design.
The aim of this landscape framework is
to paint a picture of a better future of the
Nhartanda valley, to show that it is possible
to strive for a greener and more sustainable
valley and city.
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INTRODUCTION
The city of Tete, Mozambique deals with increasing droughts and urbanisation
due to climate change. The environment is changing, and the city still needs
to feed the population and provide safe and reliable drinking water.
In this chapter, these developments are explained, as well as the influence
of the Zambezi river on the landscape and the history and current
characteristics of the city of Tete.

1 - INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND
Geography & Study area
Tete is a city in the north-western part of
Mozambique, and the capital of the province
of Tete. The city is situated along the Zambeze
river, the 4th longest river of Africa (International
Rivers, 2012).
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Tete province is located far away from the
capital of Maputo. Since the days that the
country was under the colonial rule of Portugal,
the province has been seen as 'backland',
underdeveloped and primarily rural. However,
since the 2008 discovery of one of the largest
practically untapped coal reserves in the world
in the region around Tete, this has changed
(Kirshner, 2015). The largest mining businesses
in the world moved to Tete to take advantage
of this, as well as many local people from the
province. Unfortunately, unforeseen challenges
in transport of coal to the coast (BBC News, 2013;
The Wire, 2016), worldwide dropping prices of
coal and renewed armed clashes between the
ruling party FRELIMO and opposition party
RENAMO throughout the rural parts of the
country, have halted the extraction of coal
almost to a stop (Kirshner, 2015; The Wire, 2016).
Nowadays, Tete is a provincial capital town,
and also a long-standing migration magnet for
people in the region. This has been the case

MOZAMBIQUE
TETE

Figure 1.1: Location of Tete, Mozambique in Southern
Africa

for multiple reasons. Firstly, the city holds two
crossings over the large Zambezi river, within
tens of kilometres the only place where this is
possible. Secondly, the discovery of major coal
reserves have lead to a wave of migration and
rapid urbanization. Even though few locals
have benefited or will benefit (directly) from the
industry in any way (BBC News, 2013; Kirshner,
2015). Thirdly, Tete is the only city of its size in
a rural region, dealing with more and more
droughts and heat waves. Migration from the
rural areas to the city is expected to increase in
the future (Barrios, 2004).

Climate/climate trend
Climate change is expected to have a major
effect on water provision. This is expressed in an
increased risk of floods and droughts and changes
in rainfall patterns. Furthermore, Africa is the
continent that is the most vulnerable for these
changes (Heath et al, 2012, International rivers,
2012). As an illustration, 1/3 of the population
lives in areas prone to serious droughts (Hope Sr.,
2009). Also, due to population growth and these
environmental issues, rural-urban migration is
expected to increase in the future (Barrios et al.,
2006), which puts increased pressure on existing
urban water sources.
The climate in the region of Tete is the hottest
and driest of the country. The climate can be
characterized as semi-arid. Temperatures can
easily rise up to and above 40 degrees Celsius
in the dry season (International rivers, 2012).
Almost all rainfall is limited to the rainy season,
approximately from January until March. The
region is located in a basin, where most rain falls
in the northern highlands of the province and
Malawi.
It is expected that climate change will also have
major effects on this region. Nowadays, it is
already noticeable that the duration of the rainy
season decreases, with a decline in total annual
rainfall as a consequence. This will put pressure
on urban water sources, the quality and success
of agriculture and can cause desertification of
certain areas.

Fresh water sources
under pressure

Rapid urbanization and considerable growth of
cities have characterized African cities in the last
decades. (Adebayo, 2012; Barredo et al., 2003;
Boadi et al., 2015). Rapid growth in African cities
also means the expansion of hard surfaces and
decline of green, open areas. Oana Baloi, a former
Landscape Architecture student of Wageningen
University, has researched this phenomenon in
Kigali, Rwanda. Here urban wetlands were under
increasing urban pressure. Due to increased
migration to the city, more and more (informal)
settlements appeared in the declining valuable
green spaces (Baloi, 2014).
The advantages of these green areas for every
city are unquestionable. They provide a city with,
among other things, a cooling effect, protection
and improvement of the soil, increased (rain)
water infiltration, increased biodiversity and
more food security through possibilities for
urban agriculture (Goddard et al., 2009; Gould
et al., 2016; Jabareen, 2013; Klemm et al., 2015;
Padgham et al., 2015; De Zeeuw et al., 2011).
In summary, fresh water sources and the
supporting environments are under pressure
from increasing (uncontrolled) urbanization and
population growth.

Agriculture under pressure
Figure 1.2: Proportion of the population using improved sources
of drinking water in 2011 (WHO/UNICEF JMP. 2013)

Mozambique has a history of war and unrest,
before and after gaining independence from

Figure 1.3: Global drinking water coverage trends in urban and
rural areas, 1990-2011 (WHO/UNICEF JMP, 2013)

Figure 1.4: Proportion of the population using piped water on
premises in 2011 (WHO/UNICEF JMP, 2013)
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Worldwide hundreds of millions of people lack
access to a safe and reliable source of drinking
water. In Sub-Saharan Africa, less than 50 % of
the population has access to an improved and
safe source of water (WHO/UNICEF JMP, 2013)
(figure 1,2). Others rely on public taps, wells, hand
pumps, surface water and rainwater. The world’s
urban population enjoys a higher coverage
then the rural areas; only 4% of the former
part needs to rely on an unimproved source
(WHO/UNICEF JMP, 2013) (figure 1,3). In Africa,
42-84% of the urban residents have access to
a safe water source (Brandful Cobbinah et al.,
2015). These numbers vary a great deal, because
of a lack of reliable data of urban residents in
informal settlements and the difference between
Northern and Southern Africa and Sub-Saharan
Africa (Boadi, 2005; WHO/UNICEF JMP, 2013)
(figure 1.4). Even with these (relative) high urban
drinking-water coverage percentages, there
are many serious problems in terms of service
quality. Intermittent, unreliable sources and
increased contamination risks are among the

biggest issues. In developing countries, 80% of
all diseases is directly linked to poor water quality
(The Water Project, 2016). Even more distressing,
1 in 5 deaths in children under only 5 years old is
caused by water-borne diseases (WHO/UNICEF,
2009).

Portugal in 1975. During the unrest in the postcolonial time, large rural areas became isolated
and food production for the cities became
insecure. To contribute to food production and
security in the immediate environment of cities or
even within cities itself, so-called 'Zonas Verdes',
green zones were established throughout the
country. Here citizens where able to cultivate a
small plot, with some help from the government,
for growing their own produce. (Sidaway,1993)
This was also the case in the city of Tete. One
of these 'Zonas Verdes' was established in a
dry-lying river arm of the Zambezi river, the
Nhartanda valley. Nowadays, the area still has an
agricultural function, although not as extensive
as during the civil war.

Introduction
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There has been renewed interest in terms of
agriculture in these areas expressed by the
Municipality and the Province, due to increased
droughts in the rural environment of Tete. Rural
agricultural lands have decreased in quality,
and the city cannot rely as much on it for food
production. Besides these climatic challenges,
agriculture in Mozambique faces other problems.
Few new and improved and agricultural
technologies are used in the sector, limiting
the crop yields (Roest, 2008). Rural poverty is
a major reason of this fact, in a country where
an average rural family has an income of only
3400 MT, 113 US dollars, a year (Smart & Hanlon,
2014). This shows the importance of improved
techniques and resources, of modernization, for
the benefit of the poor and to aim for improved
food security. However, the wish to expand and
intensify agriculture in the valley, could easily
interfere with the quality of the fresh water that is
extracted from the aquifer below the Nhartanda
valley. Especially with no policy concerning the
use of water, chemical fertilizers and pesticides.

Assignment ARA-Zambeze
The research and design of this thesis will be
performed within a bigger context of research
and management. As mentioned before,
Tete is intersected by the Zambezi river. ARAZambeze is an organization that deals with the

management of the watershed of the Zambezi,
including the area around Tete. From the
Netherlands, an impulse program has been set
up, where a Dutch water board (De Dommel) aim
to join forces with ARA-Zambeze, to strengthen
their knowledge and capacities. This programs
focuses on:
• Building knowledge on measuring water
quality and interpreting results
• Improving communication and networks
within the organization
• Setting up integral water governance
program for the protected zones along the
Zambezi river
Additionally, Germain Bakker, a Dutch advisor
working for ARA-Zambeze, has contacted
the Landscape Architecture chair group, for
master thesis research into the possibilities for
collaboration between water management
and landscape architecture. ARA-Zambeze
has expressed that the main problem and
assignment deals with the protection of the
ground water quality of the aquifer below the
Nhartanda valley, and, consequently of the
Nhartanda valley itself. Currently, the valley is
under pressure from harmful activities, such
as the appliance of chemical fertilizers, illegal
clay removal practices and people building
settlements in flood-prone areas. Besides that,
the area also deals with desertification and the
influx of urban waste water, containing harmful
bacteria and nitrate. In the light of these issues,
ARA-Zambeze has given the assignment to
develop ways in which the Nhartanda valley and
its important water resources can be protected
for current and future use, without having
to fence it, prohibiting people to even use it
beyond water extraction. The question here is:
what activities and functions can be allowed here
to protect the valley and encourage beneficial,
instead of, harmful behaviour? This provides the
starting point of this thesis.

Motivation
As mentioned before, my starting point for this
study, derived from the goals of ARA-Zambeze,

is the future protection and development of the
Nhartanda valley, and encouraging people's
behaviour towards this goal. I believe that
the added value of a landscape architect in
this project is developing community-based
incentives in the design that encourage those
activities that are not harmful, and discouraging
those that are, while making sure these fit into
the daily life and landscape of people in Tete.
And furthermore, creating a greener, more
enjoyable and beautiful alternative. This has
been my motivation throughout this study.

Collaboration
Parts of this study have been done in collaboration
with Josje Hoefsloot, also a master student
of Landscape Architecture and contacted by
ARA-Zambeze to do her Master thesis in Tete.

We received the same starting assignment, but
where free to choose our own focus, derived
from our own fascination and assumptions.
Where I focus specifically on the structure and
development of the Nhartanda valley, her focus
is on the improvement of the growing informal
settlements of Tete, and the public places of
district of Muthemba in particular, in order to
limit the influx of harmful waste water to the
valley.
Figure 1.5 shows which sections of this thesis
have been developed together, in which we
have worked together partly, and which sections
are created only by me. For the figures and
photos in this document, in regards to their
origin, whether made by Josje Hoefsloot, by me
or together, will be disclosed in the reference list.
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Chapter of thesis
ABSTRACT

1.2 LOCATION - ZAMBEZI
Introduction
The Zambezi river has a considerable influence
on the landscape of Tete, Mozambique and
on the other countries within its basin, as it
transports huge amounts of water to otherwise
dry areas of Southern Africa. Every year, during
the rainy season, flooding events change the
landscape directly through rising water levels,
but also transport sediments and create fertile
river banks.

Introduction
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First, the larger context of the Zambezi basin will
shortly be described, including the countries it
influences and drains with smaller rivers. After
that, the focus will lie on the main body/river
Zambezi, as this river cuts through the land and
the city of Tete. The aim is to provide the reader
with a better understanding of this river and its
role and effect on the surrounding landscape.

Zambezi basin
The Zambezi river is the fourth longest river
of Africa, stretching across a distance of 2.700
km (SADC/SARDC et al., 2012) and the largest

of Southern Africa. Water flowing from eight
countries (Angola, Botswana, Malawi, Namibia,
Tanzania, Zambia, Zimbabwe and Mozambique)
drain into this river. This includes smaller and
larger side rivers. (For example the Revuboe
river in Tete province.) Eventually the Zambezi
debouches into the Indian Ocean.
The Zambezi river, because of the water
it transports along the basin, is critical for
food security and hydro-power production
throughout the area. It’s resources provide
food (agriculture and fisheries) for 3/4 of the 47
million people living within the Zambezi basin
(World Bank, 2015). It also contributes to a rich
biodiversity, attracted by the water source and
the ‘rich’ landscapes. Elephants, hippos and
buffaloes among others.
To ensure the continuation of these valuable
resources, cooperation between the concerned
countries of the Zambezi Basin is exceedingly
important. Today's reality is defined by climate
change which leads to increased droughts and
uncertain flooding and water availability. The
eight countries within the basin have enacted the
“Agreement on the Establishment of the Zambezi
Watercourse Commission (ZAMCOM)” in 2011
(World Bank, 2015), to monitor and optimize the
use and management of the river basin.
Ultimately, this cooperation is aimed to improve
energy security, agricultural production and
economic resilience in times of climate change
and more extreme weather and flooding
conditions (World Bank, 2015).

ARA-Zambeze
ZAMBEZI

Figure 1.6: Location of Zambezi river in Southern Africa

The Zambezi river brings challenges (flooding,
cooperation between concerned countries) as
well as numerous benefits (water resources).
Water governance to manage these resources
in Mozambique has a decentralized approach.
Installation of regional water administrations,
the ARA’s (‘Administração Regional de Águas’),
is a result of this. (ARA Zambeze, 2017). Within
Mozambique, five ARA’s are operative, each in
charge of a river basin.

ARA Zambeze governs the part of the Zambezi
basin that belongs to the country of Mozambique.
Its headquarters is located in the city of Tete. The
institution aims to (ARA Zambeze, 2017):
• Rationalize the use of water resources
• Protection and conservation of surface
water resources
• Promote construction of large and small
dams and water storage infrastructure
• Reduction of the waste of water by water
users, and raising awareness of the
importance of saving this resource
• Charging for the use of water to ensure the
protection of water resources
• Protection of surface and ground water
against pollution

The organisation has been formed in 2005,
which makes it relatively young. In order to assist
ARA Zambeze with the challenging tasks they
encounter, a collaboration with a Dutch water
governance organisation (De Dommel) as well
as monetary funding from the Dutch ministry
concerned has been set up. This long-term
collaboration program focuses on protecting
people from the harmful effects of flooding
events and maintaining a clean and plentiful
source of fresh water. Water authority De
Dommel supports the institutional development
of ARA Zambeze by creating a strategic water
plan and a business plan for the organisation
(Water Governance Centre, n.d.).

The Mozambiquan Water Act (‘Lei de Águas’)
states that water is a public good (Interview
with lawyer Saraiva, Annex B), and thus owned
and regulated by the state. A distinction is also
made between private and common use. Private
users need to pay a certain tariff and a licence
to the state for the use of water, while common
users are free to use the water, as it is a common
good. Common users are defined as users for
domestic, personal and family need, including
water for small-holder farms of less than 1 ha.
The law also states that the common use should
always have priority over other types of uses (Lei
de Águas, Lei no 16/91).
In and around Tete, private users of the Zambezi
water (surface or ground water) pay a certain
tariff to ARA Zambeze. These users are (ARA
Zambeze, 2017):
• HCB (Hidroélectrica de Cahora Bassa):
state-owned company, in charge of the
management of the Cahora Bassa Dam.
• FIPAG: this company extracts water from
different aquifers around the city of Tete and
Moatize. Its main source is the aquifer of the
Nhartanda Valley.
• Mozambique Leaf Tobacco:
Tobacco
processing factory
• Riversdale & Vale Moçambique: Coal mining
companies
• Companhia de Sena: Large plantation in the
region of Tete.
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Tasks and challenges of the organisation in Tete:
• Propose and define protection zones which
are already provided in the Law (along the
river and around water extraction points).
• Monitoring and working to protect fresh
water resources and the Zambezi river from
pollution (nitrate, E.Coli bacteria, etc.)
• Charging (large) water users (FIPAG,
Mozambique Leaf Tobacco)
• Advising local state agencies and the
Municipality on water-related issues

Water users of Zambezi
river

1.3 LOCATION - TETE CITY
valley of the Zambezi
River, with its history,
agriculture, flora, fauna
and ethnography in
1905. In one of the
sections
Maugham
describes Tete (1910, p.
86)

Introduction
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Figure 1.7: View on Tete circa 1910

Historical analysis
Colonial trade centre (1531 1975)

Bantu-speaking people populated Mozambique
around 1000. Several centuries later, in 1498,
the Portuguese arrived. Tete belonged to the
kingdom of Monomotapa, which had found
wealth in gold an ivory. Swahili merchants
controlled the gold mines and ivory trade before
the Portuguese displaced them. In conquering
Monomotapa, the Portuguese established two
settlements along the Zambezi, of which one
was Tete, in 1531. In the 16th and 17th century
Tete grew significantly, serving as departure
centre for the trade of gold, coming from the
goldfields inland. However, Tete itself was viewed
as a colonial “backwater” having practically no
roads and many man were migrating to find jobs
in mining and farming in South Africa, Rhodesia
and Katanga province. (Fearon & Laitin, 2005;
Kirshner & Power, 2015)
Maugham, the consul for Portuguese East
Africa, has made a general description of the

Around World War II,
27.000 Europeans were
living in Mozambique;
most of them were
farming along the
Zambezi valley. In 1970
the battle between
Portugal and Frelimo
guerrillas intensified,
both having support
from
respectively
Western allies and
China
and
Soviet
Union. This led to
Mozambican independence on June 25, 1975.

Cahora Bassa dam (1970s)

A new tool for economic impulse was the
Cahora Bassa dam, which is located near Songo,
at the Cahora Bassa lake approximately 150 km
upstream from Tete. The Portuguese established
the dam in cooperation with South-Africa (90%
of the shares) and was finished in 1974. It was
the largest development project in Mozambique
around that time. The Portuguese saw the
dam as a “powerful symbol of patriotic pride
and reaffirmation of Portugal’s commitment
to maintaining its African colonies at all costs.”
(Kirshner & Power, 2015, p. 71)
The Cahora Bassa dam triggered new investments
like new roads (Songo – Tete). Furthermore a
new bridge was build in 1973 that became a
crucial link between South Africa, Zimbabwe,
Mozambique, Malawi and Zambia. The bridge
was originally named Marcello Caetano, which
was a Portuguese politician, after independence
the bridge was called Samora Machel suspension
bridge.

Coal boomtown (1980 - now)

In the end of the 20th century, globalisation
and economic growth led to the extraction
of resources in developing countries. First
extractions took place mainly in emerging
economies in South America and Asia, but in
the 21st century the “readily-accessible fossil
fuels” were diminishing. This led to a search of
new resource peripheries, like Tete. (Kirshner &
Power, 2015)
According to one of the mining companies, Vale,
the Moatize coal basin is the largest unexplored
coal province in the world, believed to hold 23
billion metric tonnes of coal. (Kirshner & Power,
2015) Moatize is located 15 km Northwest of Tete.
In 2004 the coal production in Mozambique
decreased to 10 000 t/a, having been 500 000
t/a in the 1980s. (Lehto & Gonçalves, 2008)

Figure 1.8: Samora Machel visits Cahora Bassa dam in 1975

After this historical description of the city Tete,
I asked myself the following question: How did
history shape the spatial configuration of Tete?

In recent years the coal boom has seriously
changed the spatial configuration of Tete.
The incoming people working for the mining
companies, demanded necessary infrastructure
like roads, accommodation, restaurants, clinics,
shopping malls and schools, yet many of these
services are not in use today because the coal

Figure 1.9: Samora Machel bridge in Tete

boom has been forthcoming. Besides that, these
developments also attracted many people from
rural areas looking for a job. In reality the jobs are
limited to skilled technicians or private security
guards and chauffeurs. (Kirshner & Power, 2015)
Still, people are arriving to Tete, destined to live
in informal settlements.

Cultural heritage

This section will try to give a brief understanding
of the local culture and traditions of the
population living in Tete nowadays. Cultural
heritage has been changing over time due to
colonialism and globalization. These two forces,
as been described earlier, have significant impact
on local culture, thus to the influx of new goods,
people, beliefs, education, money, labour,
policies and religions. Santos however explains:
“much of what passes for African Christianity
today is at bottom heavily laced with traditional
African religion.” (Marizane, 2016, p. 2) Almost
all the information provided in this section is

Introduction

Essentially, the spatial configuration of Tete
consisting of a colonial city centre, some planned
expansion areas with basic infrastructure and
‘informal settlements’ where basic infrastructure
is applied after the informal housing is
constructed. I can roughly conclude that the
colonial buildings and the informal settlement
typologies have been present in Tete consistently,
representing relatively wealthy people living in
the colonial centre and local inhabitants in the
informal settlements surrounding the city. The
colonial buildings present are mainly dating
from the 18th and 19th century with some older
landmarks in between. The expansion areas
have been appointed and developed by the
municipality in the 20th century.
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collected adopted from a PhD research done
by Marizane (2016) on the religious change
between 1890 and 1970 in the ‘Nyungwespeaking region of middle Zambezi’, in which
Tete is located.
Tete is named by the Portuguese after ‘Mitete’
which is the local word for ‘reeds’. The locals
have called the town ‘Nyungwe’ and spoke the
‘Chinyungwe’ language. Tete has long been a
place with multiple ethnic groups originating
from the Zambazi basin. During the colonial
time, Tete remained important for labour and
mineral routes. Therefore is Tete a place where
many traditions and religions come together.
Nowadays, about 70% of the people living in
Tete practice a local language (predominantly
Nyungwe and Seine), people who speak
Portuguese are mainly men because of their
involvement on the labour market and higher
literacy rate. (CMT, 2015b) Nyungwe stems from
the Bantu speaking tribes, they mainly practiced
agriculture (sorghum and millet), iron requiry,
goats and pottery.

Figure 1:10: Vacant colonial building

Figure 1.11: School building in mixed area

Nature was an important part of life, long
droughts were seen as a crime in the moral
order like murder, incest or failure in rituals.
Existing totems show the interaction between
people with land, mountains, trees, caves,
pools, rivers and animals. “Ecological balance
was maintained through taboos.” (Marizane,
2016, p. 70) For example killing someone else’s
animals was considered eating one’s own family
member.
During the colonial period the contrast between
European and African education and ecological
exploitation became clear. African societies
believed that local environment provides all
that the community needs for survival, so
education was focussed on self-sufficiency in
local resources and dependence on natural
cycles. Skills were acquired through imitation
and coaching. Knowledge was passed from
generation to generation through stories, songs,
riddles, puzzles and games. Role-playing had a
big role in passing social taboos and codes to
children.

Figure 1.12: Expansion area with wide road and electricity

Figure 1.13: Road/drain in informal settlements

Matundo

Chimatzi
F.S. Magaia
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M.S. Muthemba
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Figure 1.14: Districts of the city of Tete

The Western and Christian norms and values
representing different psychological, spiritual,
social and economical aspects became
increasingly important, eroding local traditions
and religion. There has been a revival of
traditional religion during the independencestruggle, ultimately new forms of religion arose
due to cross-pollination of norms and values.

Religions in the city
As mentioned before, the most practiced
religion today in Tete is Christianity, but still there
is a predominance of non-believers within the
population of the city (CMT, 2015b). Possibly,
a large part of this group of non-believers in
the city still practice some form of traditional
religions, rooted in the region longer than the
Christian faith. Tete lies in the middle of the
Nyungwe region, which lies in the mid-Zambezi
region, ranging from Zimbabwe to Mozambique.
According to Marizane (2016), many African
religions, including the Nyungwe faith, have
changed since the pre-colonial time, by adopting,
to varying degrees, elements of Christianity in its
traditions and habits. In this region, traditional
Nyungwe believes have adapted since the early
Catholic missions in Tete and Boroma, a mission
post a few kilometres upstream of Tete. But still
today, the traditional religion and, in particular,
the traditional language, is still present in the
people of Tete, both the city and the province.
Local customs and languages should be taken
into account when designing community-based
interventions, and in educational programs as
well (see Chapter 9.2).
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European ideas on education were characterized
by division of labour that exceeded the local
context. Therefore, the new regional trade
networks established by the Arabs and colonial
rulers, misfitted the African believes. (Marizane,
2016) Furthermore, the colonial rulers thought
the African population was ‘lazy and childlike’
and had to obtain better education in order to
overcome “violence, improvidence, drink and
theft”. (Marizane, 2016, p. 105) Labour was also
part of the education system in Tete, Boroma,
‘the Mission of Saint Jose Boroma’, is a church
where theoretical and practical skills were taught
to the local inhabitants. Boroma is located on 25
km East from Tete and was established in 1880.
(Marizane, 2016)

Political situation and
community
The town of Tete has been established in 1761,
and has been a City since 1959 (CMT, 2015b). It is
the largest city and capital of the Province of Tete,
and the city has an elected local government,
which makes it administratively autonomous.
The province is overseen by a governor, the
representative of the national president, who
is also part of the FRELIMO political party, the
dominant political party of Mozambique since
the independence of the country. The influence
of the political party is also big in the city of Tete.
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The city's day-to-day business is managed by the
Municipal Council of Tete. Officially, community
involvement can be achieved through a number
of channels (CMT, 2015b):
1. Community Consultation Forums, meetings
of community leaders, at different levels in
the community and the neighbourhoods:
a. 'Chefes das Unidades', the chiefs of the Units
b. 'Chefes de Quarteirão', the Quarter chiefs
c. 'Chefes
das
10
casas',
the
chiefs
of
the
10
houses
d. Community and religious leaders
2. Advisory Councils, especially dealing with
issues concerning the PERPU (Strategic
Urban Poverty Reduction Programme)
3. Meetings organised by the Municipality
4. Hearings with the President of the Municipal
Council
The political situation of Tete has an influence
on the daily life of its citizens. Among others, it
influences the manner in which inhabitants and
groups acquire land and their rights on that
land. This is important for this study, because it
also determines where people build, how or if
protected areas remain protected and if people
are secure of their rights of land now and in the
future. The information for this next section has
been provided by Saraida, the lawyer at ARAZambeze (Annex b).
Within the city of Tete, there are two areas

Figure 1.15: Mission of Boroma representing school building
and church

important to protect from settlements, because
these serve to protect important environmental
resources, especially ground and surface water
quality. These areas are the banks or floodplains
of the Zambezi and the Nhartanda Valley. The
level of protection, confirmed by the law, of
these areas are different. Within the river zone
of 50 meters, it is not allowed to build. This is a
national law for rivers, to protect it from erosion,
water pollution and disruptive effects of flooding.
However, the law is relatively new (1997), so there
are already a lot of buildings there.
The situation for the Nhartanda Valley is a
little different. The law states that areas where
ground water is extracted should be protected
from: the building of houses and other kind of
buildings, industries, markets, slaughterhouses,
soil excavations, cemeteries, landfills and the use
of fertilizers and pesticides. The Nhartanda falls
within this category. However, the law does not
specify the amount of ground that should be
protected around the boreholes. This makes it
debatable whether the whole valley should be
protected or only parts of it, in different levels.
So, there are currently people still building in
the protected areas of the city. Many of these
people also have the necessary permit to build
here. Either they already acquired these rights
for the area before it became prohibited, or
more recently. They way these permits, or
DUAT's (Interview lawyer ARA-Zambeze, Annex
B), are acquired through the government,
either directly from the Municipality or from the
neighbourhood offices. The DUAT allows people
to use a place how they want to. However,
the government is still the official owner of the
property. Officially, within the restricted and

protected areas, it is only allowed to have
elements that can be removed easily,
such as natural materials, that also serve
a collective purpose.

The socio-economical
situation
The socio-economical situation in
Mozambique, Tete is investigated
through review of literature produced by
NGO’s (UNICEF, INE) and the municipality,
furthermore 38 interviews were held,
mainly with local residents but also with
school directors and municipal staff.

Economy of Tete
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Mozambique’s GDP has been “the third
Figure 1.16: Mozambique: 3rd fast growing non-oil economy
fastest growing non-oil economy in
in Sub-Saharan Africa from 2004 to 2012 (%) in 2011. Source:
Sub-Saharan Africa from 2004 to 2012”.
UNICEF (2014)
(UNICEF, 2014, p. 11) Furthermore quality
of living has improved significantly due to
foreign investments and rising tax revenues. To
give an example, child mortality has dropped Savings), AJM (Mussequere Youth Association),
from 200 to 97 per 1000 children under 5 years LDH (Human Rights League) and others, help
from 1997 to 2011. Also, the number of children to promote equal opportunities for different
that attends primary school has increased with inhabitants of Tete.
45% between 2004 and 2011. In Tete, more
than half of the population is younger than 18
years old due to high birth rates. However, as
been reported by UNICEF (2014), they still note As discussed earlier, mining in Moatize is one of
challenges in illiteracy-rates among women, the economic drivers of Tete province. In Tete,
education-rates, HIV, water-born diseases, the consequences for the economy of Tete from
and other social and economical issues. In the mining are secondary benefits such as expensive
structure plan of the municipality they recall hotels, restaurants and shops but they mainly
‘Tete is a city of contrasts, it is an example manifest in the tertiary sector like construction
where wealth cohabits with extreme poverty.” of roads and bank services etc. Together with
During the field visit it was observed that the city the mining businesses, the tourism sector has
centre had many wealthy residences and hotels increasingly attracted some attention, resulting in
with swimming pools. However next to it, poor more hotels, opening of a new airport receiving
citizens are selling tomatoes and onions along national and international flights. This airport is
a dusty road. The municipality acknowledges also important for people who are doing sport
that education is key for improving the quality of fishing at Cahora Bassa lake, or want to visit the
live and to reduce inequalities and enhance the dam. The region also provides historical sites like
political, economical and social situation. Non- Boroma church, Fortress of São Tiago Maior do
governmental organisations such as CARE, CESC Tete, Forte de São Pedro de Alcântara and Dom
(Civil Society Training and Learning Centre), Luis I.
AMCP (Association of Women of Credit and

2011, p. 41) However,
still many families
earn minimum wage
(or less). (CMT, 2015)
In Mozambique, the
minimum wage lies
between 3000 (42
euro) and 7800 MTs
(108 euro) per month,
Figure 1.17: Provincial disparities in school net attendance rates (%) in 2011. Source:
ranging
between
UNICEF (2014)
agricultural, financial,
Agriculture is still an important source of income production, distribution and other sectors.
for people in Tete. The main crops that are (Macauhub, 2015)
produced in and around Tete are: sorghum,
millet, peanut, corn, beans and sweet potatoes.
The farmers mainly use low-cost tools like
hoes, axes and machetes to treat the land and
In general 67% of the children in Tete province
crops. However a tractor is observed and also
go to primary school, representing 45.838
the use of animal traction is increasing. Farming
boys and girls in 2011 (INE, 2011). 19.063 (13%)
professionals who are situated in the East of the
children are attending secondary school. In
Nhartanda valley teach the farmers farming
urban areas children are better educated than in
skills and techniques. Some farmers also have
rural areas. In comparison with other provinces
livestock (predominantly goats). Another source
in Mozambique, Tete is scoring low in schoolof income is the ‘Mozambique Leaf Tabacco’
attendence (see figure 1.7). Unfortunately many
(MLT) factory situated in the South of Tete. MLT is
girls drop out of school in order to work on
currently expanding its operations. Smaller shops
farms or do other domestic tasks. Therefore the
and retailers are located in the city centre, selling
mean illiteracy rate of women from 15 to 30 is
food, clothes, electronics etc. Some hotels and
approximately 20% opposed to 7% for men.
restaurants are located in the city centre, close to
(CMT, 2015b)
the Zambeze river.

Education
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Mobile phones have become a dominant
element of people’s lives, resulting in people
selling prepaid credit on the streets and all sorts
of mobile phones and phone accessories. There
is a shortage of employment-possibilities for
many inhabitants of Tete, due the high influx
rate of people searching for jobs in Tete. The
informal sector is big, especially in the informal
settlements, ranging from renting houses,
selling vegetables or other products on small
markets, at Kwachena market or door to door.
Sometimes children execute informal work to
support their families, therefore they are not able
to go to schooI. Van de Boom has pointed out
that reduction in poverty has been significant in
Tete province, declining from 82 to 60 to 42% in
respectively 1997, 2003 and 2009. (Van de Boom,

Health
Health conditions differ per district and are
dependent on income and quality of living
environment. The main causes of death in Tete
are malaria and HIV/aids. Malaria is occurring
especially in the lower and water-rich areas
where lack of drainage and sanitation problems
occurs. According to UNICEF (2014) only 16,8%
of the children under 5 who suffer malaria get
medicinal treatment, however between 2003
and 2011 this proportion is more than doubled
nationally. Also mosquito nets have distributed by
a NGO to decrease the amount of malaria-cases.
It is observed that sometimes the mosquito nets
are used for fishing.

According to INSIDA, the HIV prevalence in Tete
province was 7.0% in 2009 of the population
between 15 and 49 years old. (INSIDA, 2009)
This is relatively low in comparison with other
provinces in Mozambique as for example in
Maputo (19.8% prevalence).
Diarrhoea is also common in Tete, especially
in areas where appropriate drinking water and
sanitation-services are lacking. In Muthemba
(informal settlements) 97% of the people
practice open defecation due to lack of toilets,
this is polluting the drinking water resources
and causes diarrhoea. Furthermore poverty
and food shortages are causing malnutrition,
which leads to low resistance to diarrhoea and
in some vulnerable cases to death. Dysentery is
also caused by unhygienic conditions in informal
settlements, also related to open defecation,
shortage of drinking water and open garbage.
This disease mainly spreads during the rainy
season.

On average (calculated over 12 interviewees)
people were sharing a house with 6,8 people.
Some people were living in Muthemba for a
long time, but most of the interviewees had
moved to Tete recently for divers reasons, for
example for children to be able to study, better
living conditions or for work. Most people we
have interviewed had been living in Muthemba
for over 15 years. However most of the time
the elder women of a certain household was
appointed to execute the interview, because
they were seen as head of the household and
thought to be better able to answer the questions
of the interviews. In general people liked living in
Muthemba, had many family and friends living
in the same neighbourhood. They did not see
many problems, and did not miss any facilities
in their neighbourhood. Most of them preferred
to stay home, receive some friends and family.
Some of them did not have a job, others were
making a living through informal activities like
selling vegetables, making bricks or being a taxidriver, tailor or farmer. However, most of them

Food
People normally eat nshima (maize meal) with
vegetables for lunch and dinner, also many fruits
are part of the diet. Some fruits only available
in certain seasons, like mango’s and lychees,
other types of fruit they could buy year round,
like banana’s and lemons. The leaves of different
plants (zukini, pumpkin, aubergine) are used to
bake with squashed peanut, onion and tomato
and prepared to a dish named Matapa. Meat
was relatively expensive to people, however goat
meat is more abundant and therefore cheaper.
Most people buy food on markets in Muthemba
district (Kwachena, Canongola). Some people,
who lived close to the Nhartanda valley, buy
their products directly from the farmers. A few
inhabitants had some fruit trees or vegetable
plants themselves on their property.
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Lifestyle

complained that they had difficulties making a
living with the job. Most people went to church
within Muthemba. There is only one mosque in
the district, it is a new one is build recently close
to the new Kwachena market where all Muslims
from Muthemba go for ceremonies. (Interview
19, Annex A).

Figure 2.1: Study area of Rosanne (orange) and Josje
Hoefsloot (grey) with an overlap on the edge

PROBLEM DEFINITION
The focus of this thesis is on the improvement of the quality of the
groundwater and the environment of the Nhartanda valley. To define the
problem that is behind this, a knowledge gap, problem statement and
research and design questions are drafted in this chapter.

RESEARCH DESIGN
In this chapter, the process of this thesis is described. This is defined by the
pragmatic approach and worldview suiting the context of this thesis, as well
as by the methods applied. The research and design plan in figure .. is an
illustration of this research design.

2 - RESEARCH CONTEXT

2.1 PROBLEM DEFINITION
Problem statement
The main problem that will be tackled with this
thesis is the threat to valuable yet vulnerable
fresh water sources and green area of the
Nhartanda valley in Tete, Mozambique. These
urban resources are under increasing pressure
(figure 2.2), due to:
• Urbanization due to migration from the rural
areas of the province to the city of Tete
• Lack of basic facilities in the informal
settlements of the city. Especially lack of
toilets/latrines and a proper waste collection
system
• Desertification of the valley
Climate change further increases this pressure,
due to predicted climate migration (Barrios et
al., 2006) and decreasing amounts of rainfall due
to shorter rainy seasons and longer dry seasons
(Annex B, Expert interview E).
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ARA-Zambeze
and
the
Mozambiquan
Environmental law currently have a set of
limitations, so-called protection zones, including
what activities are not allowed around places
where fresh water is extracted (boreholes).
(translated from: Serra, 2006)
1. Construct dwellings or buildings whose use
may lead to degradation of water quality
2. Installing
industrial
or
commercial
establishments, slaughterhouses or cattle
fences
3. Installing graves or digging

Urbanization

CLIMATE
CHANGE

However, it is not clear what the exact limits are,
in what distance these activities around the actual
borehole are not allowed. Therefore, reality is
that most people fail to comply with this rule.
Furthermore, there are no (spatial) guidelines yet
for the valley which encourage the appropriate,
and discourage the harmful land uses.

Research & design
objective
The research objective of this thesis is to
investigate incentives that encourage care
and protection for the Nhartanda valley and
its resources. This is done to develop design
starting points and strategies for an improved
and protected Nhartanda valley, with sustainable
resources, derived through sustainable urban
agriculture and water extraction, for the people
of Tete.
Both the research objective as well as the design
objective should provide knowledge on short
and long term goals, to get a bigger chance of
future implementation.

Lack of proper
waste collection

+

+
Desertification

4. Installing heaps or heaps resulting from the
mining activity
5. Introduce animals, deposit or bury garbage
or filth of any kind
6. Install pipelines and reservoirs of
hydrocarbons or waste water of any kind
7. Establish cultivated land and spreading of
fertilizers or any other product intended for
soil fertilization or crop protection.

NITRATE
PHOSPHATE
E. COLI

Lack of toilets

Figure 2.2: Representation of problems jeopardizing the resources of the Nhartanda valley

-

URBAN AGRICULTURE

-

WATER EXTRACTION
SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT

Knowledge gap

water

ARA-Zambeze is aware of the importance of
protection of the Nhartanda aquifer. Steps have
been taken to set guidelines as to what activities
should not be allowed, as mentioned in the
Problem statement of this thesis, to preserve
safe water resources for the people of Tete.
Furthermore, the preservation of the agricultural
function is preferred, as a reliable source of
food for the city. This vision contains goals for
the future, and rules the users of the Nhartanda
valley should follow.
What is missing, are the spatial measures that
could support these guidelines. The search is
for multifunctional spatial interventions in or on
the edge of the Nhartanda valley, that are an
incentive for sustainable development, instead
of degradation of the landscape.

New knowledge will be established on
designing/developing landscape incentives for
protecting urban landscapes and associated
urban resources.

Research question

What landscape incentives have the potential
to encourage sustainable development of the
Nhartanda valley?

Sub-research-questions:
1.

How does the landscape system work in the
Nhartanda valley?
2. Where do conflicts emerge between human
occupation and the landscape in the
Nhartanda valley?
3. How do the outputs of the landscape
systems, the ecosystem services, currently
manifest themselves in the landscape in the
Nhartanda valley?

Tete, Mozambique

Figure 2.3: Knowledge gap

4. What are the potentials of the landscape
systems as an incentive for sustainable
development in the Nhartanda valley?

Design question

How can an adaptive landscape framework be
developed in the Nhartanda valley to facilitate
sustainable urban agriculture, water extraction
and sustainable development?
Sub-design-questions:

1.

What are potential sustainable development
strategies on the short and the long term for
the Nhartanda valley?
2. How can these protective strategie(s) and
subsequent measures be applied in the
current landscape of the Nhartanda valley,
to create a new balance within the landscape
systems?
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The research and design of this thesis will be
closely related to the work of Duchhart (2007),
who has done research on community-based,
integrated and multifunctional urban landscape
in Kenya.

designing
landscape
incentives

urban
agriculture

2.2 RESEARCH DESIGN
Worldview and
knowledge claim
Philosophical worldviews influence research,
from the research design to the research
methods applied (Creswell, 2014). It is the way
that people look at the world, and how they
believe it should be researched. I argue here
that for a landscape architect, it also influences
the design decision, which I will explain next. So,
before starting the research of this thesis, I will
describe my worldview or in other words, my
knowledge claim.

Research context
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My research can be located in both the
pragmatism as the constructivism knowledge
claim. Pragmatism is problem-centered,
pluralistic and applies multiple methods and
forms of data collection and analysis, based on
the particular situation and context (Creswell,
2014). The pragmatic approach is the starting
point of this thesis. The main research and design
question are influenced by this worldview.
In most methods applied to answer the subresearch questions, constructivism is important.
It forms the basis for the research on communitybased solutions of this thesis, inspired on Duchhart
(2007). Here, I seek to understand the context in
which the people of Tete live in, emerging myself
into this context (by living there for two months),
and gathering information personally. Even so,
the research makes interpretation based on
their own background (Creswell, 2014), and is
aware of this. With this bottom-up knowledge,
the researcher develops a broader vision for
the area. Within the process of this thesis, the
landscape analysis, workshop and interviews can
be located within this knowledge claim.
As is associated with pragmatism, I use those
methods that are necessary to solve the
problems encountered in this thesis.

Methodology
In this section the way how the research and
design question will be answered will be
described. As there are research and design

questions, there can also be distinguished two
phases in the process: research and design.
The first consists of the desk study, field work as
well as the analysis of the data collected here.
This will ultimately result in coding photos and
interviews, to analyse the landscape systems
and their ecosystem/landscape services outputs.
In the second phase, the design phase, design
principles will be derived with the use of the
analysis, which will set the conditions for the
design and proposed changes in the landscape
systems of the Nhartanda valley.

Research and design

This thesis uses qualitative research, since the
main body of data received consists of qualitative
data. I will apply two types of relationships
between research and design, derived from
Lenzholzer et al., 2013:
1.

Research for design: “research informs
design to improve the quality of the designed
artefact and to increase its reliability”
(Lenzholzer, 2013).
2. Research-through-designing: Throughout
the design process, checking models and
concepts, as well as interventions found in
literature, with the local context. Adjusting
and improving these models through
additional research when necessary, to come
up with the best solutions and improvements
for this locality.

Emergent research

The process of this thesis, illustrated in figure
2.4, has come together in this shape and
form during the actual working process. It has
elements of emergent research. Since the local
situation in Tete, Mozambique was so unfamiliar
prior to this thesis, and limited information was
available, it was important to start the field work
phase pretty early in the process. The methods
of data collection, and of data analysis, came to
be during the process, as I got more and more
familiar with the situation and its limitations.
During my stay in Mozambique, it was found
out that it was possible to do observations,
explorative walks, map and data analysis and

a workshop with local officials and experts.
Interviews with local inhabitants and farmers
were performed, improving the questionnaires
during the field work phase. After returning to
the Netherlands, the appropriate method to
analyse the acquired data was found. It was only
at this point that it was possible to assess the
whole situation. New questions arose, and the
focus of the thesis became more clear. Coding
of the photo observations and transcripts of the
interviews offered me the possibilities to analyse
the visual and textual data sets more thoroughly.
This analysis provided me with information and
tools for the design phase.

•

Data collection and
analysis

Netherlands

As illustrated in the scheme representing the
research process (figure 2.4), the work process
started in the Netherlands, with desk study.
Here, the concepts of this thesis, the theoretical
framework was researched, by searching
and reviewing the correct literature. Also, the
assignment and objectives of ARA-Zambeze will
be reviewed, and will help shape the focus of this
thesis. Essentially the fieldwork in Mozambique
was prepared.

Tete, Mozambique

During the fieldwork in Mozambique, the data
necessary for this thesis were gathered, the local
knowledge in Tete. All methods described here
were performed together with Josje Hoefsloot.
Methods employed for this data collection are:
• Field walks with a local guide and
translator. According to Schultz and
van Etteger (in van den Brink et al., 2016),

•

Important to state here is that the interviews with
locals and experts have been carried out with
the assistance of a translator, since interviewees
either spoke Portuguese or Nyungwe, the local
African language. A consequence of this is that
the results of these interviews are influenced
partly by the interpretations of the translator in
question. Besides that, it was also necessary to
use a translator during the workshop conducted
during the field work phase. The presentation
were translated to Portuguese, and the questions
asked and comments given by the participants
were translated in English.

Netherlands

After the field work phase, back in the
Netherlands, the data analysis started. This is
done using the following methods, increasing
the validity of the research.
•

Landscape analysis. The abiotic, biotic
and occupation layer are analysed of the
landscape of the Nhartanda valley and the
city of Tete. Combining information gathered
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As was mentioned before (chapter 1, figure
1.5) parts of this thesis have been done in
collaboration with Josje Hoefsloot. Here, I will
describe the work process of this thesis, of data
collection and analysis, making a distinction
which parts of the work have been done in the
Netherlands and which in Mozambique. The
flow diagram in figure 2.4 illustrates this process
further.

walking is a way for the researcher to
generate knowledge on the landscape.
They advocate the method of walking in
landscape architecture. In this research, the
wandering method was applied. The field
walk, with the assistance of the local guide
and translator and their knowledge on the
local context, helped to gain more in-depth
understanding of the landscape.
Interviews with locals and experts.
Open, semi-structured interviews with local
inhabitants and experts (at ARA-Zambeze,
the Municipality and water company FIPAG)
were performed. Different interviews
were used for either residents or farmers.
Knowledge gathered here was used for
improvement of the landscape analysis
(Chapter 4), site analysis (Chapter 5), the
preconditions (Chapter 6) and detailed
design program (Chapter 7).
Workshop. A workshop was organized at
ARA-Zambeze, with participants of the water
board, municipality, agricultural organisation
and FIPAG. These different stakeholder were
invited to discuss proposed interventions in
the Nhartanda valley and other districts of
the city, on implementation and location.

Research and design process

Research context
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Figure 2.4: Research flow

•

•

from maps, interviews and observations, has
resulted in the landscape analysis presented
in Chapter 4.
Coding – visual content analysis. The data
set of photos taken during the fieldwork in
Tete were analysed using the visual content
analysis method. This will be described
in more detail in Chapter 5. This analysis
formed the basis for the system analysis.
Coding of written data. Interviews, coding
and analysis of written data. Workshop
results are also coded and analysed.

Significance of the study
The methods and approach applied in this study
can be useful in the future for landscape architects
or planners working in developing countries,
local governments, water authorities and the
local community. Growing rates of urbanization
are apparent in many (developing) countries
in the world. More and more people depend
on the same water resources, and increase
pressure on its quantity and quality. Valuable and
vulnerable natural open spaces within cities,
that support these resources, will continue to be
under increased pressure. This study has the aim
to discover ways to protect and maintain these
places and their (ecosystem) services, to create
new values and functions for these spaces. This
makes the research increasingly relevant.

Social and environmental
significance

The aim of the study is to create a landscape

Academic significance

Little knowledge is available on landscape
architecture and fresh water provision in
developing countries. According to Duchhart
landscape architecture is essential to bridge and
integrate complex relations in environmental and
social processes, especially in the developing
world (Duchhart, 2007). Therefore, combining
social and environmental studies, regarding
fresh water management and sustainable urban
agriculture, will derive new knowledge.

Landscape architectural
significance

Landscape architecture is an emerging discipline
in African urban (Simon, 2016; Baloi, 2014;
Duchhart, 2007) and rural areas (Schut & Verwer,
2009; Schavemaker, 2010; Bergsma & Hornman,
2013). This research will contribute to the
discipline. Besides that, the discipline provides
an integral approach to environmental problems
in this context.

Limitations of the study
This study is focused on the preservation and
development of the Nhartanda valley. Many
factors influence this preservation. It is not
possible to address all these aspects fully in
my research. Improvement of (public) latrines
and the on-site treatment of grey and black
waste water will not be part of this research
and designing process. Instead these will be
considered as a condition for a successful design.
These aspects will also be tackled in the thesis of
Josje Hoefsloot.
Furthermore, the research will be quite location
specific, focusing primarily on creating site
specific design strategies for local environmental
problems. This answers to the assignment
provided by ARA-Zambeze, the starting point of
this thesis.
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These results formed the input for the design,
which starts with the formation of a set of
preconditions (Chapter 6). These form, together
with the use of the theoretical framework,
reference cases and the landscape analysis,
the design program, with design guidelines as
starting points for the final design.
A tool set for the design method was created,
consisting of five different design strategies
connected to the problems defined in the
landscape analysis (Chapter 4).
The design and the implementation strategy will
be the conclusion of the research. These will then
be discussed, and thus reflected, in Chapter 8.

design based on the social and natural
context, to create sustainable places, rooted
in the present culture. Here this translates to a
higher degree of self-reliance and protection of
vulnerable green places within the city of Tete.
Interventions are proposed to improve the life of
the local community, the appearance of the city
and to maintain and improve the environment
of the city.

THEORETICAL CONTEXT
In this chapter, the role of landscape architecture, and the landscape based
design approach, in developing countries will be explained. Furthermore,
the theoretical framework of this thesis, consisting of the relations between
landscape systems, ecosystems services and encouraging environmental
protection.

3 - THEORETICAL CONTEXT

Landscape architecture
The role and definition of a landscape architect
is not always evident for people from outside
the profession (Koh, 2013). Especially when a
landscape architect is active in a country and
setting which is not yet familiar with the field at all,
such as Mozambique. Firstly, I will, by means of
a few statements made by professionals, explain
some of the boundaries and characteristics of
the discipline. Secondly, I will give some attention
to the specific approach connected to landscape
architecture at the Wageningen University, the
so called 'landscape based design approach'.
And lastly, the benefits of landscape architecture
in Mozambique and similar developing regions
are depicted.
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The discipline of landscape
architecture

Landscape architecture "integrates art and
science for the management, planning and
design of the entirety of the physical and cultural
landscape" (Motloch, 2001)
This statement consists of three parts that I
believe are key to the discipline. Firstly, it states
that the discipline moves within the realms of
both art and science. Landscape architects work
towards solving problems with a science-based
background (Koh, 2013) and often consider
sustainable and ecological landscape design
as top priority (Meyer, 2008). Besides that,
aesthetics and beauty too are an essential part
of the discipline. Meyer (2008) even argues
that aesthetic experiences in nature can help
to restore the human relation with and care for
the natural environment, and so illustrating the
relationship of nature and humans, of science
and art.
Secondly, landscape architecture concerns
management, planning and design. It is an
integral discipline, where designers are involved
throughout the process of the creation of
new (improved) landscapes, from the first

investigatory steps (planning), to the actual
designing, and the management of the delivered
'product'.
And thirdly, landscape architects work with the
landscape, and the landscape has both physical
and cultural attributes. Many (design) problems
occur because of the interaction of humans with
the environment. The physical and the cultural
landscape, and the interplay between the two,
is key for design and research in landscape
architecture.
"The object of study in landscape planning is the
landscape." (Duchhart, 2007)
"A landscape [...] can be seen as a mirror of the
defined processes and subsystems that steer land
use including cultural values, politics, economics,
and ecological opportunities and restrictions."
(Duchhart, 2007)
The primary focus of landscape architecture is
landscape. A landscape architect might work
on an assignment, a specific (design) question
to be solved. Since the landscape is the basis of
the discipline, understanding of the landscape is
the starting point. As Duchhart mentions in the
above statement, the landscape is complex, and
consists of a wide range of elements. It is too
simple just to see the landscape as both physical
and cultural, as was mentioned above. As many
authors have stated,
the landscape can be
divided in different
layers
(Duchhart
2007; Kerkstra and
Vrijlandt, 1988; Ahern,
2007) (figure 3.1). And
a thorough landscape
analysis
of
these
layers is key for the
understanding of the
landscape involved.
"The core of landscape
architecture is design
and the core of design
is theory." (Koh, 2013)
Figure 3.1: Triplex landscape
(Kerkstra and Vrijlandt, in
Duchhart, 2007, p. 17).

This statement highlights the importance of
theory, and therefore research, in design. As
mentioned before, landscape architects solve
problems (with a design) based on science.
Therefore, sound theory and research is
necessary. As Lenzholzer et al. (2013) states,
the academic position of the discipline needs
to be strengthened by given more priority and
attention to the power of research within the
design. Different types of relations between
research and design are possible, and can exist
within the same projects. Lenzholzer et al. (2013)
name three:
1.

'Research for design': "research informs
design to improve the quality of the designed
atrifact" (Lenzholzer et al., 2013)
2. 'Research-on-design(ing)': "carried out on
finished design products or on the design
process" (Lenzholzer et al., 2013)
3. 'Research through designing': "methods
that actively employ designing within the
research process" (Lenzholzer et al., 2013)

Landscape architecture and
the landscape based design
approach

Landscape architecture, as taught at the
Wageningen University, is rooted in the
holistic principle that landscape is a system.
This is described well by Motloch (2001): "the
landscape is a system consisting of independent
subsystems, with elements seen as expressions
of and cues for understanding, systems and their
underlying processes" (Motloch, 2001, p.13).
This landscape approach goes beyond the limits
of an ecological approach, as it covers also the
concept of landscape as culture. (Koh, 2013).
Landscape does not only consist of material
aspects, but is recognizes the need to look
beyond its ecosystem functions and ecological
process, but not discarding the importance of
these. As Duchhart states, "In the design, spatial

Landscape architecture in
Mozambique

The discipline of landscape architecture is fairly
unknown in Mozambique and other places in
Africa. Landscape architecture is an emerging
discipline in African towns (Simon, 2016; Baloi,
2014; Duchhart, 2007) and rural areas (Schut
& Verwer, 2009; Schavemaker, 2010; Bergsma
& Hornman, 2013). Simon (2016), a former
student Landscape Architecture in Wageningen,
has conducted a thesis research in another
Mozambiquan town located on the coast, Beira.
There has not been done much research on
landscape architecture in cities in developing
countries. Even though is the case, applying
the landscape approach in urban design has
been well appreciated in western cities. As Koh
explains it: "A landscape approach to the city
and urbanism implies an integration of city with
landscape ecologically as well as poetically"(Koh,
2013).
Even though landscape architecture is still
a new concept in Mozambique, it can be
beneficial for harmonizing the relationship
with natural processes, and creating a more
resilient landscape (Marsh in Duchhart, 2007),
in a future of impending climate change and
insecure natural resources (Barrios et al., 2006;
International rivers, 2012). The ecologically
based landscape approach that landscape
architects portray could help to establish a new,
sustainable and healthy relationship between
people and the landscape (Koh, 2013), a basis for
environmental protection instead of destruction.
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In my thesis, I will focus on the first and the last,
as will be further explained and concluded in
chapter 7 and concluded in chapter 8 (Design
and Discussion & Conclusion)

form and ecological processes are two major
ingredients." (Duchhart, 2007)
This suggests that to (attempt to) understand
the landscape is to understand its underlying
processes. In order to achieve this, Kleefman
(1992) developed the socio physicalorganisation model. With this in mind, Duchhart
(2007) incorporated this with the triplex-model
(figure 3.2). So, this model forms the basis of
investigating the underlying processes and
driving forces, both visible and invisible, of the
landscape, and thus the landscape analysis.

And thus, a more sustainable relationship with
nature.

Landscape systems

The concept: Landscape as
system

As mentioned before, the notion of the
landscape as a system (or multiple systems) is
highly recognized at the Wageningen University,
in the discipline of landscape architecture. In this
section, I will further explain this principle.
Generally, a system consists of the following
elements (Meadows, 2008) (figure 3.3):
• Boundary
• Sub-systems
• Interaction between subsystems
• Hierarchy
• Flow = Inputs & outputs

Theoretical framework
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Within the research domain of landscape
architecture, different movements use the notion
of landscape systems.
• System thinking in landscape design
(Motloch, 2001; Duchhart, 2007; Roncken et
al., 2014)
• Landscape Machines (Roncken et al., 2011;
Roncken et al., 2014)
• Landscape Urbanism (DeKay & Obrien, 2001;
Thompson, 2012; Waldheim, 2016)
What these principles in landscape architecture

Figure 3.3: Representation of a system and its elements

have in common, can show us the usefulness of
landscape as system. Thompson (2012) mentions
the need to venture "beyond the boundaries of
whatever site has been given". Roncken et al.
(2014) explains the necessity of upscaling, also
a way to look beyond the boundaries of an
assignment or site, and the integration of design
in the greater natural and cultural context. If we
look at the site of the assignment given as a subsystem, as a part of a greater whole, there are
more things to be analysed than just this subsystem. Other sub-systems can be other parts
of the city or the region. Flows between the
sub-systems can be of a natural (water, animals),
production (food, money) or cultural (people).
Above, the concept of landscape as system
has been described, and what this means for
the analysis of the landscape. I want to add to
this, that designers who follow this principle,
also define the practice of design differently.
According to Motloch (2001), these designers
"pursue a systems management approach,
viewing landscape design,
first and foremost, as the
management of systems." I
see this statement as highly
relevant to this thesis. In order
to design landscapes in an
area so far from the designer's
known situation, in a developing
country, with a different culture,
habits, language, etc., it is
necessary to first be immersed
in that landscape and it's
characteristics.
A
designer
cannot just rely on his or her

Figure 3.2: Landscape systems as represented by Duchhart (2007)

own preferences and ideas, independent
from the context. Management of these local
systems can consist of, among others, impact
assessment of interventions on ecological
and human systems, education on sensitive
landscape systems to all layers of society
(from inhabitants to decision makers), etc.
The triplex model illustrated in figure 3.1, suggest
to divide the landscape in an abiotic, biotic and
occupation layer. This is one way to perform a
landscape analysis in a case study. Duchhart
(2007) has elaborated these systems, illustrated
in figure 3.2, by combining the triple model
with the socio-physical organisation model of
Kleefmann (1992), to further account for the
driving forces of the consequent landscape.

1.

Ecosystem services
Ecosystem services

The ecosystems of the planet support all life on
earth. They provide everything from basic human
needs as food and water, the physiological
needs, to self-actualization needs, such as the
appreciation of aesthetics in the environment
(Maslow, 1987; Datta, 2008).
In other words, the natural environment, the
ecosystems, support human well-being. The
more healthy the ecosystem, the better (and
more) human needs can be fulfilled. A concept
to connecting ecosystems to human wellbeing, and the relationship between the two,
are ecosystem services (De Groot et al.,2010;
Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, 2005; Maes
et al. ,2013).

River landscape

Figure 3.4: Representation of the landscape system of the Nhartanda valley - relation between landscape systems and
ecosystem services
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In this thesis, I suggest, for this particular context,
another focus. For the landscape analysis, the
'traditional' triplex model will be used. I suggest
more focus in this case study on the following
sub-systems of the socio-physical context:
1. Natural landscape system
2. Production landscape system
3. Cultural landscape system
These three are all part of the socio-physical
organisation of the landscape, on a scale from
natural to cultural.
This distinction is made to account for the three
identities of the Nhartanda valley:

2. Production landscape for urban agriculture
and water extraction
3. Cultural landscape, a part of the cities
cultural networks (neighbourhood level,
district level, city level).
Figure 3.4 shows a representation of the
landscape system of this case study; the
Nhartanda valley.

Ecosystem services categories
De Groot et al., 2010

Ecosystem services categories
Thesis Rosanne Vlaar

Explanation for changes

Ecological values

Natural services

The category is about the
natural landscape. It is a slightly
broader term than ecological.

Economic values

Production services

Socio-cultural values

Cultural services

The
main
economical
ecosystem services in the
study area, are associated with
agriculture and the fresh water
distribution, so the production
of food and water
The ecosystem services in this
category say something about
the local culture, (almost)
unknown to me prior to this
thesis. These are the services I
am interested to analyse here.

Figure 3.5: Ecosystem services categories, adapted from De Groot et al., 2010
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The three characteristics of
ecosystem services

Ecosystem services and
landscape architecture

De Groot et al. (2010) has suggested a slightly
different approach to ecosystem services:
1. Ecological values
2. Economic values
3. Socio-cultural values

Environmental protection

Ecosystem services have been organized in four
groups in the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment
(2005) by the United Nations:
1. Supporting services
2. Regulating functions
3. Provisioning functions
4. Cultural services

I have used the categories of De Groot et al.
(2010), but have altered the names to better
suit the study area and the three identities of
the Nhartanda valley, described in the previous
section. This is further explained in the table
in figure 3.5. Furthermore, the components of
each of the categories, the ecosystem services
associated with each category, can be found in
figure 3.6.

Integrating ecosystem services in landscape
architecture and planning, and related disciplines,
proves to be a challenge (De Groot et al., 2010).
In this thesis, I aim to use the ecosystem services
as a framework to analyse the outputs of the
landscape system(s) (figure 3.9). How this analysis
will take places, is explained in Chapter 5.

People's relationship with nature
and the natural system

Above, I have stated that ecosystem services are
a means to research the relationship between
ecosystems, or the environment, and human
well-being. Essentially, this concept is about what
benefits can the environment give to people.
I believe that something is missing in this relation
between people and the environment. Where the
concept of ecosystem services is about what can
be 'taken' from the environment to the people,
the 'feedback loop' (figure 3.9), how people
treat and 'give back' to the environment, is not
incorporated. This environmental protection
depends on the way people perceive the natural
environment, whether and in what way they
think the environment should be protected.
"Understanding through which one views the

Category

Sub-category

Elements

1. Natural

1.1. Abiotic

Air quality
Climate regulation
Natural hazard mitigation
Water quality regulation
Erosion protection
Soil formation
Pollination
Habitats
Food
Water
Energy
Fiber & materials
Medicines
Ornamental species
Recreation
Cultural heritage & identity
Spiritual & religious inspiration
Education
Meeting places
Aesthetics
Inspiration for culture, art & design

1.2. Biotic
2. Production

3. Cultural

Figure 3.6: Elements associated with ecosystem services, adapted from De Groot et al., 2010
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A way to investigate people's relationship
with nature, is the principle of Value Systems
Theory (VST), described in Motloch 2001, from
Cowan & Beck, 1996. This theory assumes that
individuals or cultures can be characterized by
different levels of biopsychosocial complexity,
the balance and interaction between biological
and social factors in a person or community.
This determines their world view, what problems
need to be solved, with a focus from biological,
basic needs, to social needs, all the way to global
needs or world view.
I can explain this further with the help of figure
3.7 & 3.8. Figure 3.7 shows that there are 2 types
of VST levels. The stages within the first level (1-6)
are characterized by intuitive survival techniques,

increasingly at the expense of larger systems.
The second level is distinctly different, as people
or communities in this cycle is based on and
aware of global, large scale systems dynamics.
This is about the notion that human survival is
not isolated, but depends on life-cycle dynamics,
the health of the whole natural system. Motloch
(2001) argues that societies characterized with
this level, can begin to reconnect people with
nature again, and make decisions for the greater
good of the environment as a whole.
In figure 3.8 the 8 stages within the 2 levels and
their characteristics are described.
Essentially, people within the highest level can
be described as preservers or protectors, the
other stages as destroyers or takers.

Reconnecting people to
ecosystems

A better understanding of the way people
perceive the natural environment, with the
Value Systems Theory, can be the start of
improving people's relationship with nature, and

Theoretical framework

world is important, especially when designers
work with people who see the world differently
than they." (Motloch, 2001). My assumption is that
this is the case in this thesis, as my background is
different than those of the decision makers and
inhabitants of the city of Tete.

environmental protection. Reconnecting people
to ecosystems improves people's understanding
that sustainable use and development is essential
to preserve the landscape and its resources for
the future. Or as Motloch (2001) describes it: to
encourage a change in people and societies
from "miners" to "harvesters".
Ian McHarg, seen as one of the founders of the
ecological perspective within landscape design,
stated the potential of this ecological perspective
and the presence of natural processes within
people's direct environment, as a manner to
reconnect people with nature (McHarg, 1969).
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The importance of reconnecting people to the
natural environment, to ecosystems, becomes
clear when looking at the pressure ecosystems
in developing countries are under, such as rapid
urbanisation, climate change and pollution of
natural resources (UN-Habitat, 2014; WHO/
UNICEF JMP, 2013)
This is illustrated and summarized in figure
3.9, where the landscape systems of the
Nhartanda valley are altered based on how
these are currently apparent: a primary focus
on production, therefore diminishing the
resources of the landscape systems, and lack of
focus on a healthy relationship of people with
the environment (environmental degradation
instead of environmental protection).
Reconnecting people to ecosystems can be a
first step towards sustainable development in
the future.

Figure 3.7: Levels of the Value Systems Theory, figure
adapted from Motloch, 2001

VST level

Stage of complexity

Explanation and characteristics

1

1

Satisfying survival needs of the one

2

Group survival, one leader dictates what the group needs for survival

3

People start to struggle to fulfil individual needs in the group

4

Rules are established for individuals, group norms are set, good and evil are
distinguished

5

Striving for more wealth and economic growth; resources are harvested;
development of science; consumptive societies

6

Boundaries to economic growth; striving to overcome poverty and destruction
of natural resources; basic needs of all people in the group are addressed

7

Orientation towards sustainability, by reducing the resources used; focus on
overcoming the conflicts between natural and human needs

8

Global world view, sustainability on a large scale and the long term, for all
populations and systems of the world

2

Figure 3.8: Levels of the Value Systems Theory - explanation and characteristics
Figure adapted from Motloch, 2001
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Figure 3.9: Disturbances in landscape system of Nhartanda - importance of environmental protection

LANDSCAPE ANALYSIS
The analysis of the landscape is essential for an in-depth understanding
of the case study and the local context. This chapter first discovers the
three layers distinguished in the Triplex landscape (Kerkstra and Vrijlandt, in
Duchhart, 2007, p. 17), in the context of Tete. Landscape units are uncovered
in the landscape of the Nhartanda valley, for further understanding of the
relations between the landscape layers.
In this chapter, the following research questions are answered:
• How does the landscape system work in the Nhartanda valley? (4.1, 4.2
& 4.3)
• Where do conflicts emerge between human occupation and the
landscape in the Nhartanda valley? (4.4)

4 - LANDSCAPE ANALYSIS

4.1 ABIOTIC LAYER
This landscape analysis has been performed
mainly on the southern part of the city of Tete,
on the south border of the Zambezi river. This
is where the primary study area is situated (the
Nhartanda valley), but also the old centre of the
town and the largest informal settlement areas.

landscape units
occupation
biotic
abiotic

Figure 4.1: Representation of the landscape layers and
consequent landscape units
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Looking at the different landscape layers, the
abiotic layer is the supporting layer of the
landscape. It determines the vegetation and
the way people use and occupy the space.
The two main components to be analysed are
the soil (geological history, soil types, potential
hazards) and water (annual rainfall, aquifer of the
Nhartanda, water extraction, flooding, drainage).
First, the dominant wind direction and speed will
be described, as this could not only influence the
other aspects of the abiotic layer, but also the
biotic (occurrence of vegetation and vegetation
patterns) and occupation layer (land use).

Wind
A recent municipal report, 'Plano de Estrutura
Urbana da Cidade de Tete' (CMT, 2015b),
mentions the average wind speed and direction,
as measured between 1951 and 2000. According
to this document, the average wind velocity is
6,8 km/h (2 Beaufort), with the highest speed
measured in October (11,5 km/h, 3 Beaufort)
and the lowest in May and June (4,7 km/h, 1
Beaufort). This shows that the force of the wind
is relatively low. In regard to the wind direction,
the structure plan states that the predominant
direction is southeast to north-west.

Soil
In this section the different soil types of the
study area will be analysed. The soil and its
characteristics are a clear determinant of the
vegetation and the use of the land, current
and prospected. For the Nhartanda valley,
extensive data on soils is already available,
because of previous research of WEConsult for
ARA-Zambeze. This is complemented with field
observations. For the other areas in the city, the
research has relied on observations, interviews
with local experts and/or educated guesses.
Results of the observations show four main types
of soils: clay, sand, sandstone, and silt and clay.
The location of these soil types will be depicted
next.

Research has shown (WeConsult, 2014) that
the Nhartanda valley has been created by the
flow of the Zambezi river. An arm of the river
has 'cut' through the existing Karroo sandstone
underground, and depositing new sediments.
This description is illustrated in figure 4.3.
As found by research by WeConsult on this
subject (WeConsult, 2014), the Zambezi has
caused a deepening of the channel on the
southern side of the valley. Here, the underlying
Karroo sandstone can be found at 65 m deep,
compared to 45 m in other areas. This suggests
that the Nhartanda valley has 'cut' the older
sandstone basis.

At a depth of 65 to 45 metres deep, the
underlying layer of sandstone is found. When

A

Hazards

The condition and characteristics of the soil can
be the cause of certain hazards for the people
and the landscape of Tete.
Erosion
In higher areas of the city, where the sandstone
underground is covered with a thin layer of soil
(mostly clay), erosion occurs regularly. Mainly
around (small) streams that are dry most of the
year, and only hold water after peak rainfalls.
Especially when the clay has also been removed
for brick making, the ground is vulnerable to
erosion. When houses have been build too close
to these streams, crumbling of these houses is
certainly possible.
Infertile areas
Fertile areas occur in the Nhartanda valley and in
the narrow floodplains along the Zambezi. The
soil of clay or silt and clay, in combination with
enough water availability (or irrigation), this soil
is suitable for agriculture. However, grounds that
lack these qualities, which are more sandy and
gravel, or where there is just a thin layer of soil
over sandstone, are much more infertile. Trees
grow there more difficultly, and growing crops
can be even impossible.

A'

Low soil permeability
Flooding of certain areas occurs
(figure 4.9 & 4.5), because the soil
in higher areas (hard sandstone) is
not permeable, leading to a rapid
runoff at peak rainfalls. Besides that,
after rainfall, water tends to stay
in certain areas in the Nhartanda
valley, where the clay layer is of such
thickness, that the water cannot
flow away from there.
Clay removing & sand removing
Throughout the study area the
relocation of ground, sand or

Figure 4.2: Cross-section of the Nhartanda valley, showing the (deeper) soil layers
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The 'cutting' of the sandstone by the Zambezi
river and later filling up with sediments is also
clear in cross-sections of the Nhartanda valley.
In figure 4.2, the soil profile of (the middle of )
the valley is shown. The soil layers are confined
by the upper layer of clay, with a maximum
thickness of 10 metres. The underlying layer
consists of coarse sand and gravel, followed by
a bigger layer of fine to medium. The boreholes
of FIPAG and other water users reach until this
layer (about 25-40 metres deep), since the fresh
water aquifer can be best reached there.

boreholes reach too deep into the ground,
brackish water is pumped up, originating from
this part of the soil.

Zambezi river

Old trajectory of the
Zambezi river

Ridges in the
sandstone show even
older branches of the
river

Small streams that
transport rain water
from the mountain

Karroo sandstone

Unconsolidated
sediments deposited

Revuboe river

0

250

500

1000m

Figure 4.3: Landscape history. The Nhartanda valley is an old branch of the Zambezi river. The river eroded Karroo's sandstone
and filled it with unconsolidated sediments. (source: WeConsult)
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Clay 8.01-9.95m layer
Clay 6.01-8m layer
Clay 4.01-6m layer

A'

Clay 2.01-4m layer
Clayey sand
Fine/medium sand

A

Coarse sand medium
Coarse sand thick
Silt and clay
Sandstone (with minor clay layer)
Clay on sandstone
Granite

0

250 500

1000m

Figure 4.4: Soil map

clay, leads to environmental problems. In the
valley, the removing of clay means removing
a protective layer over the fresh water aquifer,
jeopardizing its quality. The removing of sand
in dry smaller rivers, changes the course of the
river, and thereby increasing the risk of erosion.

Water

Figure 4.5: Flooding of the Nhartanda valley

Figure 4.6: Clay digging in the Nhartanda valley

been attained at ARA-Zambeze. Data on annual
rainfall, water quality (both surface and ground
water) and ground water levels are present
there. Thereby, the consultancy company
WeConsult has done extensive research on the
situation regarding the Nhartanda Valley, which
results have also been available for this study.
Water is a clear determining factor for the
vegetation and the use of the land, in various
ways in different places in the city. This ranges
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Figure 4.7: Rainfall per month in Tete,city (2011-2014)
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The region of Tete city is greatly defined by the
presence (or absence) of water. Firstly, the entire
landscape is defined by the presence of the wide
Zambezi river. The river provides surface water,
but also divides the city in two. The river is also in
direct contact with the ground water, especially
that of the Nhartanda valley. It replenishes the
'stock', which increases the reliability as a water
source for the people of Tete.
Secondly, for most of the year, the rainfall
in the area is close to zero (figure 4.7). The
climate zone defines this, as the city lies in
the Intertropical Convergence Zone, where
temperatures are usually high and precipitation
is low (CMT, 2015b). The dry season usually lasts
from April until mid-November. However, as was
stated in Chapter 1, the length of the dry period
is increasing (figure 4.7). Lastly, when it does rain,
it rains a lot. This has obvious consequences for
the landscape. These range from flooding in the
Nhartanda valley to the filling up of otherwise
dry rivers. This will be described further on in
this section.
A large part of the data concerning water has

from standing water after peak rains on the
fields, to dropping groundwater tables leading
to insecure fresh water availability.

Groundwater - flow

As stated in the previous section, the Nhartanda
valley was created by the Zambezi river cutting
through the sandstone soil. Today, the valley is still
part of the river system. It is a dry branch of the
river, only showing surface water when the water
level is sufficiently high, but mainly due to peak
rainfall (around January and February). However,
the water that makes this place valuable for the
city is not the surface but the groundwater. This
water is quite easily available and is by nature of
good quality. The water company FIPAG makes
use of these facts, and pumps, purifies and
distributes the water to the city.
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Below, figure 4.8 shows the flow of the ground
water in the dry and the rainy season. This flow
has changed due to the extraction of water, as
the ground water is now recharges from both
sides of the valley, opposed to the natural flow
from north-west to southeast, matching the flow
of the Zambezi.

Groundwater - quality

Over 80% of the households in Tete do not have
a toilet or latrine (CMT, 2015a). The people living
here often have no choice than to practice open

defecation in public spaces in and around the
informal settlements. Natural streams drain the
water during the rainy season from the informal
settlements. The water, contaminated with
faeces and solid waste, flows to the Nhartanda
valley. The ground water of the valley is used
for drinking water, extracted from a depth of
around 8 meter. This situation causes pollution
of this drinking water resources of Tete. Figure
4.10 represents the resulting concentrations of
Nitrate and E.Coli in the groundwater of the
Nhartanda valley. Besides that, nitrate and,
primarily, phosphate are sources for ground
water pollution. This originates from illegal use
of pesticides and fertilizers in agriculture.
Besides these human sources of pollution,
two natural sources are iron and salinization.
Both originate from geological sources, from
solid rocks weathering and leaching into the
ground water. ARA-Zambeze monitors all these
pollutants in ground water.

Flooding

The appearance of the Nhartanda valley changes
once a year. Where in the dry season, large parts
of the valley are desert-like and barren, a few
month later in January and February, the same
area is filled with grass and pools of water (figure
4.5). Water can stay on the ground in pools
for quite some time, since the topsoil consists
in many places of a thick layer of clay. When
exceptionally large amounts of rain have fallen,
the entire valley could even be flooded (figure
4.9). Some practices are made more difficult
or even impossible in this time of year, such as
agriculture.

Water extraction

The Nhartanda valley offers the city of Tete an
invaluable source of fresh water. In total, 5,800,000
m3 is extracted every year (WEConsult, 2015).
The fresh water aquifer in the valley also offers
a safe water source, because the water is filtered
through the layers of soil above it. Important
to note that this safety can be jeopardized by
human activities, such as dumping of waste,
open defecation or application of artificial
fertilizers. The quality of the water of the aquifer
is more vulnerable or insecure than the quantity.

Figure 4.8: Flow of groundwater at the end of the dry season
(December 2014)

Throughout the valley there
are multiple points of water
extraction,
for
different
purposes and owned or
operated by different water
users. The FIPAG water
company is responsible for the
largest part of water extracted
(figure 4.11). They treat and
supply the water to residents
of Tete. Besides that, numerous
private and public wells (figure
4.12), both documented and
undocumented, can be found,
for domestic use or irrigation.
Lastly, ARA-Zambeze operates
a number of monitoring wells
for testing purposes, mainly
to monitor the quality and the
level of the aquifer.

Water year-round
Water rainy season
Water heavy rains
Streams
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Figure 4.9:Flooding of the Nhartanda valley in the rainy season
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FIPAG boreholes
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Figure 4.10: Nitrate and E.coli concentrations in the Nhartanda
aquifer detected

Figure 4.11: FIPAG boreholes

Maintenance of these drainage elements is
limited to man-made drainage, and then only the
ones that are located in the city centre. During
the field study, we saw this practice throughout
the city centre. It is done just before the start of
the rainy season, around November.
The drainage ways also contains water before
the rains have begun. This is waste water, flowing
from the higher living areas. Large parts of the
city centre do not have an underground sewage
system, so the drainage ways on the figure 4.15
also serve as above ground sewage. Black and
grey water drainage is not controlled (apart from
the underground sewage system). These water
flows ultimately reach the Nhartanda valley or
the Zambezi river.

Figure 4.12: Public wells (hand pump)

Drainage
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During the field study in Tete, Mozambique,
the researchers have encountered two types
of drainage types: man-made and natural. The
first type can almost only be found in the city
centre, along the main roads (figure 4.14) or in
the southern part of the Nhartanda valley. The
second type functions is the natural drainage of
the mountainous area on the south side of the
city, through the Muthemba district and into the
Nhartanda valley (figure 4.15). Both types mainly
have the purpose to transport rainwater to lower
areas and ultimately to the Zambezi river.
The drainage of the Nhartanda valley is limited
to the southern part of the valley, where it
collects (some of ) the water that flows from the
city to the river in the rainy season. This large
drain (figure 4.13) is maintained shortly before
the rainy season (in November, with the use of
excavators). This makes it ready and suitable to
transport the large amounts of rain water.

Figure 4.13: Road drainage in city centre

Figure 4.14: Road drainage in city centre

The districts other than those in the city centre,
for example the district of Muthemba, only
depend on the natural gullies or streams for
drainage. The ground is too hard, and the funds
are limited, to install other types of drainage
there.

Figure 4.15: Natural drainage stream, polluted with solid
waste

WATER CYCLES
The purpose of this thesis is to develop a
design and strategies to protect the Nhartanda
valley. It is made clear throughout this report
(landscape analysis (Chapter 4), wishes of ARAZambeze (page 84), system analysis (Chapter 5),
the main reason for this protection is that the
valley contains the main source of fresh water
for the (southern part) of the city of Tete. This
vulnerable source should be better protected, in
particular the quality of the ground water, from
harmful influences. A way to understand where
the problem areas are within the valley, and what
causes these problems, is to analyse the role of
the Nhartanda valley within the water cycle .
First, the water cycle is divided in three different
flows:
1. Water flows and sources
2. Water extraction and use
3. Water discharge
The concerned water cycles are illustrated, and
the main characteristics are described.
Second, these three are combined into one
picture. This will provide insight into the location
of the problem areas (figure 4.20), which will
form an important starting point for the design
and the allocation of the intervention areas
(page 100).

Water cycle - Water flows and
sources
Different water sources, and their resulting flows,
can be distinguished (figure 4.16). This is the part
of the water cycle before any human use. These
sources and flows are:
•
•
•
•
•

Precipitation: resulting in run-off
Precipitation: resulting in flooding
Evaporation
River Zambezi
Groundwater, in connection with the river

Figure 4.16 : Water cycle - Water flows and sources
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Water cycle - Water extraction
and use
In figure 4.18, the human use of water within
Tete is illustrated. This consists of the water
extraction from the Nhartanda aquifer, and
further distribution to the water users, for both
drinking water as for the growth of food crops.
The components of this cycle are:
•
•
•
•
•

Extraction of groundwater FIPAG
Treatment of groundwater
Distribution to private taps through pipes
Extraction of water by individuals, through
small (mostly illegal) pumps
Extraction of water for irrigation of crops,
through small pumps operated by groups of
farmers.
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Water cycle - Water discharge
Figure 4.17: Water cycle - Water discharge

After human use, the water is ultimately
discharged again to the environment. The flows
associated with the cycle of Water discharge
(figure 4.17) are:
•
•
•
•

Grey and black water discharge
Surface run-off
Sewage discharge
Inundation into the groundwater

Water cycle - Total water cycle
In figure 4.19, the components of the three water
cycles are combined into the full water cycle of
Tete. This is a complex picture, but it does provide
insight into where and why problems occur. The
approximate location of these areas are shown
in figure 4.20. Each of the areas shown there, will
be tackled in the design. These problems will be
addressed in the intervention areas A to D (see
page 100).
Figure 4.18: Water cycle - Water extraction and use
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Figure 4.19: Total water cycle of Tete

Problem areas

Vulnerable infiltration area northern
area of the valley

Run-off and wastewater
flow to the Nhartanda valley

Flooded areas during the rainy season
Infiltration of nitrate, E.coli,
phosphate to the groundwater

Figure 4.20: Problems & problem areas derived from the water cycle of Tete

4.2 BIOTIC LAYER
The analysis of the biotic layer is important
to understand the landscape and its invisible
layers. The vegetation is often a marker of
water availability and soil types and the type
of ecosystem. Since no research was done on
wildlife in this thesis, and minimal knowledge is
already available on this subject, this will not be
included here.
The biotic layer plays an important role in the
livelihood of people, providing food, shelter and
other essentials for the people's survival, as well
as in their culture and quality of living.

not primarily serve a human purpose.
Second, the different vegetation types and
appearance of the four different sections of the
city (riverbanks, Nhartanda valley, city centre
and other city districts) are depicted. Examples
of typical trees, fruit trees, perennial plants and
crops for the four sections are given.
Finally, all the main vegetation types are collected
and described in Annex H, to give a more
detailed overview of the vegetation of Tete.

Vegetation
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For the analysis of the vegetation of the city of
Tete, different aspects have been researched.
First, the overall pattern of the vegetation has
been mapped (figure 4.21), making a distinction
between natural and cultural vegetation. Note
that the category 'natural vegetation' does not
imply that there is no human influence on it, just
that the overall appearance in natural and does

Natural vegetation - floodplains
Natural vegetation - along streams
Cultural vegetation - agriculture

0

Figure 4.21: Vegetation map
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Vegetation types
Riverbanks (figure 4.22)
Trees: Eucalyptus,
Fruit trees: Cordyla africana (wild mango), Ficus
sycomorus (sycamore fig)
Perennial plants: banana
Crops: Okra, tomatoes, cucumber, lettuce,
cabbage, pumpkin, maize, onions, sorghum,
potatoes
Nhartanda valley (figure 4.23)
Trees: Diospyros quiloensis (crocodile-bark
jackal-berry)
Fruit trees: Mangifera indica (mango), Citrus ssp.
(lemon tree), Ziziphus mauritiana (chinee apple)
Perennial plants: Banana, papaya, sugarcane
Crops: Okra, cabbage, carrot, chili, cowpea,
lettuce, maize, onion, peanuts, sorghum,
tomatoes

Figure 4.22: Field on the riverbanks

Figure 4.23: Mango tree provides shade

City centre (figure 4.24)
Trees: Acacia farnesiana, Sesbania punicea (‘red
acacia’), Eucalyptus, Azadirachta indica (neem
tree), Annona senegalensis (wild custard apple)
Fruit trees: Mangifera indica (mango),
Perennial plants: Crops: -

Landscape Analysis

Other districts (figure 4.25)
Trees: Acacia (different varieties), Cassia sieberiana
(drumstick tree), Adansonia digitata (baobab),
Azadirachta indica (neem tree), Moringa oleifera
(‘Miracle tree’), Casuarina equisetifolia (Whistling
pine),
Fruit trees: Citrus ssp. (lemon tree), Ziziphus
mauritiana (chinee apple), Psidium guajava
(guave),
Perennial plants: Crops: -
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Figure 4.24: Park and gathering place with neem trees

Figure 4.25: Large baobab tree on school grounds

4.3 OCCUPATION LAYER
This layer reveals the patterns humans leave on
the landscape. These are influenced and (partly)
determined by the two previous layers.

Land use
On this page and next, the different land uses
of the city of Tete are illustrated (figures 4.26
t/m 4.30). The main land use in the study area
is agriculture (mixed types of crops) and urban
settlements. The main functions, such as schools,
markets, bars and restaurants are located in the
city centre, although some of these functions can
also be found in the other urbanised districts.

Figure 4.26: Agriculture
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Figure 4.27: Football field

Figure 4.28: School

Figure 4.29: Market

Figure 4.30: Land use map
Industry
Agriculture
Agriculture - temporary
Former market

Large farm

Sandy area

Clay digging or brick construction

1000m
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Formal/informal settlements

Formal settlements

Drain

Water extraction

New informal settlements

Infrastructure
Infrastructure is divided in five categories: (1)
the road network, (2) the public transport, (3)
underground infrastructure, (4) energy and (5)
waste disposal system. These will be described
on the next pages

1. Road network

What figure 4.34 shows us, is that the largest
part of the city is made accessible with dirt roads.
The only asphalt or paved roads are either in the
city centre, or are the bigger regional roads that
connect the city of Tete to Malawi (103), Zambia
(221) or Zimbabwe and Chimoio, Mozambique
(103).
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The roads in Tete are also the place where a
lot of the daily life of its inhabitants takes place.
This includes daily travel of elementary or high
school students walking to school, people taking
a 'chapa' to work or to the city centre, people
riding a bike to transport timber to the city,
etc. This happens while people selling all kinds
of goods on the side of the road, from maize
flower to motorcycles. Besides that, waste and
waste water often also can be found at the side
of the road.

Figure 4.31: Chapa (minivan)

Figure 4.32: Chopela (tuk-tuk)

This makes many streets of the city quite
dangerous, smelly but interesting.

2. Public transport

The public transport within the city consists
of 'chapas' (minivans) (figure 4.31), 'chopelas'
(figure 4.32) or motorbike. The last option is also
the cheapest, but not the safest way to travel
through the city. Most people use the
minivans, especially from the districts
on the outside of Tete to the city
centre.

Figure 4.33: Airport

National or international travel is
organised either by plane, through
the Chingozi Airport (figure 4.33), or
by buses. However, today the national
buses are no safe way to travel within
the country due to the unsafe political
situation in Mozambique. There is
also a train station in Moatize, but the
trains are not very reliable.

Asphalt road
0 250 500

Unpaved road
Figure 4.34: Road network

1000m

3. Underground infrastructure

Only a small part of the city is connected to
an underground drainage and sewage system
(figure 4.35), limitied only to the city centre:
neighbourhood Josina Machel. It has a length of
approximately 7 km and it just serves 10% of the
population (Eeplan, 2016). There is no treatment
of the effluents before these are discharged into
the environment, into the Zambezi river.

4. Energy

According to the municipality, the coverage of
the has increased significantly in the last decades,
with 35,2% of the households connected to the
citywide electricity system, distributed by EDM
(Electricidade de Moçambique). (CMT, 2015a).
Another important source of energy in the
city is petroleum or kerosene, while others use
firewood as a domestic fuel. The types of energy
sources and their percentages can be found in
figure 4.36

Figure 4.35: Part of the city connected to sewage system
Firewood
Batteries 8%

Others
0%

0%

Candle
18%

Electricity
35%

Oil/Paraffin/
Kerosene
39%

Generator/solar
panel
Gas
0%
0%

Figure 4.36: Main sources of energy in households, 2007

5. Waste disposal and collection

The municipality of Tete is responsible for the
collection of solid waste in the city. Throughout
the city containers are placed (figure 4.37).
Currently there is no recycling system present,
so all types of waste are collected in the same
place. After the full containers are picked up, the
waste is transported to a landfill outside of the
city. Some types of waste are separated there,
such as glass or tin, after the waste is dumped
on the site. Often the waste is even dumped
on the road towards the landfill. The practice is
not healthy for the direct environment, and no
recycling of waste takes place in the city by the
inhabitants.
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A major threat to the electricity system is the
lack of maintenance of mostly aged parts of
the system, which is the cause of constant
interruptions in the electricity supply.

Josina Machel

Figure 4.37: Waste container in city centre

However, people expressed during interviews
that in some places in the city the municipality
does not collect the waste in these containers
regularly, so the inhabitants find other places to
dump and/or burn their waste (figure 4.38).
Figure 4.38: Dumped and burned waist near floodplains
Zambezi

4.4 LANDSCAPE UNITS
By analysing the abiotic, biotic and occupation
layer together, otherwise invisible patterns and
relations within the landscape become visible.
Then it becomes possible to distinguish areas
within the urban landscape that have similar
characteristics, the different landscape units.
First, six general urban landscape units are
recognized (figure 4.39):
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Nhartanda valley (inundation zone, riverside
and sand)
Riverbanks
Islands
Sandstone area
Alluvial plain remnants
Natural drainage

These units can be found throughout the city
of Tete, as the map on figure 4.39 shows. On
the next pages, two typical sections show the
landscape units in the city, from the mountain
area to the islands of the Zambezi river, and the
different effects of the dry and the rainy season
on the landscape. In Annex I, the resulting table
of extensive research on these landscape units,
on soil, water level, land use, etc., can be found.
As the Nhartanda valley, and its direct
surroundings, is the study area of this thesis, this
area should be analysed in further detail, also by
using typical sections. The resulting landscape
units of the valley can be found further on in this
chapter.

A

Figure 4.39: General urban landscape units

Alluvial plain - Nhartanda valley
Inundation zone
Riverbanks
Islands
Sandstone
Mountain
Alluvial plain remnant
Streams
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URBAN LANDSCAPE UNITS - DRY SEASON
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A. INFORMAL SETTLEMENTS
A1. Mountain

A2. Alluvial
plain remnant

A3. Stream A4. Sandstone

Figure 4.40: Landscape units and the landscape in the dry season

B. NHARTANDA VALLEY C. CITY
B. NHARTANDA VALLEY

C1. New cent

A'

A
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CENTRE

tre

C2. Old centre

D. ZAMBEZI BANKS
D1. Riverbanks D2. Flood plains

D3. Islands

URBAN LANDSCAPE UNITS - RAINY SEASON
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A

Figure 4.41: Landscape units and the landscape in the rainy season

Figure 4.42: Urban waste water and rain water mix on the
streets

Figure 4.43: Pools of water remain in Nhartanda after rain
showers

A'
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Figure 4.44: Increased amounts of urban waste water

Figure 4.45: Islands in Zambezi flooded due to risen water level
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LANDSCAPE UNITS - NHARTANDA VALLEY
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The landscape units have been researched
further on their Strengths & Opportunities and
Weaknesses & Threats (SWOT), the results of
which can be found in Annex I. This research
has resulted among other things in a map of
environmental problems found in the Nhartanda
valley. This shows us that most of the issues are
located on the edge of the Nhartanda, where
the city and the valley meet. That is why this area
is analysed into more detail, the results of which
are shown further on in this chapter.

B
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The landscape of the Nhartanda valley is more
complex than figure 4.39 shows us. The general
urban landscape units primarily show the
geological origin of the valley (sedimentation
through flooding of the Zambezi river). The
characteristics of the valley cannot just be
described through this historical perspective. It
is an interplay of land use and soil type. Mainly,
the landscape units have been distinguished
on the suitability for agriculture, as this is, apart
form fresh water extraction, the most important
land use of the area (landscape units 2.1, 2.2, 2.3,
4.2). The other units are either occupied with
other landscape uses (buildings or woodland),
and therefore not suitable for agriculture, or are
have a soil type and/or water availability not
suitable for agricultural purposes (4.1, 4.3).
The results of this analysis of the Nhartanda valley
is illustrated in figure 4.46. After that, two cross
sections (figure 4.47 & 4.49) show the landscape
units in the landscape and the effect of both the
dry and the rainy season on the landscape of
the Nhartanda valley.

1. Edge
2.1. Cultivated area
2.2. Waste-water fed agriculture
2.3. Temporarily cultivated area
3. Woody acacia area
4.1 Low inundation zone
4.2. Edge inundation zone & valley
4.3. Sandy part of the valley
Figure 4.46: Landscape units Nhartanda valley
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NHARTANDA LANDSCAPE UNITS - DRY SEASON
On this page, the landscape units of the
Nhartanda valley, as shown on the map of figure
4.46, are illustrated in a longitudinal section
through the valley. Furthermore, the effects of
the seasons on the landscape are depicted, in
the dry and the rainy season.
In the dry season, approximately from April to
November, there is almost no rainfall. Also, the
water-level of the Zambezi is quite low, due to
lack of rainfall upstream and the influence of the
Cahora Bassa dam.
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Effects:
1. Dry and sandy area, not suitable for agriculture,
vulnerable for pollution of aquifer
2. Middle part of the valley is (almost) the entire
year suitable for agriculture due to soil type and
ground water availability
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Figure 4.47: Landscape units of the Nhartanda valley in the d

NHARTANDA LANDSCAPE UNITS - RAINY SEASON
In the rainy season, approximately from
December to March, close to all the rain in a
year is expected.
Effects:
A. Rising water level of Zambezi, floodplains are
flooded and aquifer is replenished by the river
B. Agriculture is only possible in the middle
of the rainy season on the edge between the
inundation zone and the valley, because of its
elevation and soil type
C. Rain water remains in pools on the ground for
a long time, due to a thick clay layer
D. Houses that have been build in the valley
illegally, are flooded and possibly destroyed
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Figure 4.48 Landscape units of the Nhartanda valley in the
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Edges of the valley
As mentioned before, many of the issues within
the Nhartanda valley can be found along
its edges. The protection of the valley from
harmful activities (dumping of solid waste, open
defecation, influx of waste water, application
of chemical fertilizers, etc.) is essential for the
protection of the quality of the groundwater.
Furthermore, every year from January to March,
many parts of the Nhartanda are flooded. Many
otherwise dry streams hold water after (heavy)
rain fall, and drain into the valley (figure 4.49 &
4.55)
However, the population of Tete keeps growing.

More and more people are looking for a place
to live in the city. The appeal of living close to the
city centre is there, as many people do not have
access to transport to travel longer distances.
This is why people are building within the
boundaries of the valley (figure 4.51), even with
its associated dangers and risks for the quality of
the ground water.
The Nhartanda valley is under pressure from
all sides, from the floods, the people and the
ground water. And this all accumulates in the
edge.
To understand this edge and its issues, the
different characteristics of the landscape there
are investigated. The results of this research is
illustrated in figure 4.49 & 4.56.
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Forest and hilly area
Urbanized area
Agriculture (temporary or permanent)
Open, sandy area
Road cutting through the valley
Small waste water stream
Large stream
Figure 4.49: Classifying the Nhartanda edge
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Figure 4.50: Forest and hilly area

Figure 4.51: Informal settlements

Figure 4.52: Agriculture

Figure 4.53: Open, sandy area

Figure 4.54: Road cutting through the Figure 4.55: Large stream
valley
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Figure 4.56: Points of issues map, result of SWOT analysis

SYSTEM ANALYSIS
The three landscape systems distinguished in Chapter 3, are analyzed on
their associated ecosystem services. Photo coding is the predominant
method, as well as interview coding of inhabitants and experts.
In this chapter, the following research questions are answered:
• How do the outputs of the landscape systems, the ecosystem services,
currently manifest themselves in the landscape in the Nhartanda valley?

5 - SYSTEM ANALYSIS

Coding: method
A visual content analysis is applied to the visual
data set, the photos taken during the field visit.
This was done for two reasons:
1. To verify the landscape analysis
2. To analyse the ecosystem services associated
with each of the landscape systems.

Figure 5.1: Coding photo example: Natural coding cluster

This last goal determined the focus of this
visual content analysis or the systems analysis.
Research was done on manifestations of
ecosystem services in the landscape. In this way,
the visual database is investigated into further
detail, which will uncover more information and
knowledge on the local culture and nature than
would have otherwise.
In this method, first a coding list is created,
containing criteria which will be 'labelled' in the
data set (an example can be found in figures
5.1, 5.2 & 5.3). Second, the actual coding takes
place, where the photos will coded (or labelled)
according to the coding list. Both steps will be
described below.
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Coding list
Figure 5.2: Coding photo example: Production coding cluster

Figure 5.3: Coding photo example: Cultural coding cluster

This method was derived from the Landscape
Architecture thesis of Leemkuil (2016), and the
dissertation of Raaphorst (2017). This last author
applied the 'emergent coding strategy'. This
consists of different rounds of coding. First, an
initial coding list is created, while looking through
the photos of the data set; the researcher is
"immersed in the data set" (Raaphorst, 2017)
Second, this coding list is evaluated and altered
using literature, for this thesis on ecosystem
services. Third, the codes are clustered in
categories, and then applied on the data set.
Verification and validation is ensured through
checking these coding results with those of the
fellow researcher, Josje Hoefsloot. Besides that,
the resulting coding list was also verified by
coding the results of the interviews (Annex A &
B) as well, using the same coding list (Annex C).
In this thesis, the ecosystem services were

clustered according to the landscape systems,
and per ecosystem service, a list of physical
elements or attributes was established. In figure
5.4, part of the resulting analysis table is shown.
The complete table, can be found in Annex C.
This formed the coding list.

Coding: conclusions

Coding

•

For this coding method, 70 photos were selected
randomly. These were taken from four different
areas of the city of Tete: the Nhartanda valley
(25 photos), Muthemba district (25 photos), the
city centre (10 photos) and the riverbanks (10
photos). Independently from this thesis, these
photos were also coded by Josje Hoefsloot. Even
though she used a slightly different coding list,
due to the focus of her thesis, the results were
still able to be compared and verified.
The occurrence of the codes throughout all the
photos coded, are represented in the visual
coding analysis table, part of which is illustrated
in figure 5.4.

•

•

There is an imbalance in systems, most codes
are found in the cluster of the productive
layer. There is a focus on these ecosystem
services.
Codes in the natural landscape system are
mostly negative (for example, the code
'waste' for air quality). The natural landscape
system is under pressure.
The social landscape system is underexposed
in the Nhartanda valley, not many codes are
found in this area in the social category. Not
many social functions are found in the valley.
In social regard, the Nhartanda valley might
even be seen as 'back of the city' in some
way.

The results of this systems analysis are used in the
preconditions (Chapter 6), and the conclusions
as starting notions for the design.

The results consist of (1) the 70 photos, coded
for each of the three landscape systems (Annex
F) and (2) the completed visual coding analysis
table (Annex G). An example of the photos
coded can be found in figures 5.1, 5.2 & 5.3.

Coding cluster

Ecosystem
service

NATURAL
Air quality
LANDSCAPE SYSTEM

physical element/ Muthemba Nhartanda
valley
attribute
#occ.

Trees
Waste (burning)
Smoke
Cars/motorcycles
Factory
Open fire

Figure 5.4: Part of the visual content analysis table (complete list: Annex C)

#occ.

Cement
city

Riverbanks

#occ.

#occ.
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Coding: results

On the basis of Annex F and Annex G. some
conclusion can be made for the Nhartanda
valley, the study area of this thesis:

PRECONDITIONS
This chapter holds the first steps to connect the research, described in the
previous chapters, and the design of this thesis. This process is described
here, and the complete list of preconditions can be found in Annex...

6 - PRECONDITIONS

PRECONDITIONS,
DESIGN PRINCIPLES AND
GUIDELINES

Preconditions
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The aim of this thesis is to explore ways to
encourage sustainable environmental and
social development in the Nhartanda valley,
through a design and design strategy, for both
the short and the long term. To incorporate
this aim into the design, design starting points
and guidelines are developed. According to
Prominski in van den Brink et al. (2016), design
guidelines provide direction for actions in
the design process, promoting suitable and
discouraging unsuitable design options. These
design guidelines do not appear out of nothing.
They are created on the foundation of the main
research question and the theoretical framework
or philosophy of the design process (Prominski
et al., 2014). Furthermore, as Prominski states,
design guidelines "are neither totally specific
nor completely universal" (in van den Brink et
al. (2016)). They should be rooted in the location

Figure 6.1: Process - steps from research to design

(specific) and inspired by similar reference cases
(universal).
To formulate these design guidelines, the
theoretical framework, the site analysis and
reference cases are analysed. Using multiple
sources of information, ensures that the guidelines
are both specific and universal (Prominski, in van
den Brink et al. (2016)). Preconditions based on
the site analysis (the landscape analysis and
the stakeholder analysis) are created. Design
principles or tools are provided by a number
of reference cases. The theoretical framework
will influence and determine the direction of the
design guidelines.
In the end, the design guidelines, derived from
the theoretical framework, reference cases and
the site analysis, will be summarized in the
'detailed design program'. Figure 6.1 show this
process described here.
In this chapter, I will first focus on the formulation
of the preconditions, derived from the site
analysis. The following steps are followed in
order to do this:

1.

the theoretical framework, primarily on the
importance of environmental protection and
how to encourage this.
4. Preconditions are defined on whether these
are spatial or management requirements or
wishes, or a combinations of the two.
After formulating the primary preconditions
(Annex J), a selection is made. This selection is
based on the study area and those preconditions
that apply to the three landscape systems.
In other words, the selection is based on the
limitations of this study (page 31).
The resulting preconditions are the location
requirement, and people's needs and wishes.
Besides this distinction, the preconditions can be
assessed on whether these can be tackled with
a spatial measure, a management measure or a
combination of the two.
M: management measures
S: spatial measures
M+S: combination of management & spatial
The list of preconditions, design principles and
guidelines can be found in Annex J
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From the site analysis, the results of the
interviews, workshop, photo analysis, SWOT
analysis of landscape units and system
analysis will be analysed and translated into
primary preconditions. These can be found
in Annex J.
2. These primary preconditions will be reviewed,
to discover which preconditions apply to the
three landscape systems, as introduced in
the theoretical framework (chapter 3). Also,
selections will be made, for preconditions
that are applicable or influential to the study
area, including the Nhartanda valley. These
can be found in the next section (figure 7.2
- 7.5).
3. From the previous steps, an additional
category of preconditions will be formulated,
with those that will reinforce the future
environmental protection and development
in the study area (see page 83). Whereas
the other categories of preconditions will be
the input for the design, this last category
will provide input for the design strategy.
Furthermore, this category is influenced by

DESIGN
In this chapter the design process and outcomes are presented. The
design process is characterized by a pragmatic approach.
The design is presented as inspiration for a greener and more sustainable
future, and so consists of recommendation to reach that future, and not
as an exact blueprint to be followed. Interventions and solutions should
be community-based and able to be completed dependent on local
conditions.
In this chapter, the following research question and design questions will
be answered:
• RQ: What are the potentials of the landscape systems as an incentive for
sustainable development in the Nhartanda valley?
• DQ: What are potential sustainable development strategies on the short
and the long term for the Nhartanda valley?
• DQ: How can these strategies be translated in a landscape framework
and subsequent spatial landscape interventions which can be be applied
in the Nhartanda valley?

7 - DESIGN

7.1 DESIGN

Design
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The landscape analysis, verified with photoand interview coding, show that environmental
problems occur in the Nhartanda valley due to
human pressure (see chapter 4.4). This mainly
manifests itself on the edges between the valley
and the rest of the city (figure 4.49 & 4.20).
Inadequate protection and defining of this edge,
and unsustainable living conditions and habits
result in further pollution of the important
Nhartanda aquifer and loss of space in the valley
itself.

linking them to the problem are found through
the analysis of the water cycles (pages 51 53). First, local issues are defined, and design
improvements and tools are suggested to
overcome these issues. Specific designs for the
interventions are presented for each of these
areas.

Since many issues originate in the edges, the
goal of this design is to further strengthen and
define the edge, and, most importantly, make its
use more sustainable. The edges of the valley
define the landscape of the valley, and only
when this area is properly used, can sustainable
use of the entire valley be ensured. Throughout
the design process, the aim is to find out what
elements or interventions are necessary to reach
this goal.

To formulate the design program, firstly a
comprehensive list of guidelines is derived from:

A connection will be made between the research
and the design will be made by the creation of a
design program, with design guidelines derived
from the research methods. Besides that,
design tools in five different design strategies
are developed, to form the basis for the further
design.
The landscape edges holds both certain
potentials and constraints. The water cycle of
the city of Tete is analysed to find the causes and
specific areas of the constraints. Interventions will
be designed to take advantage of the potentials
of the edge, without increasing the existing
environmental issues.
This chapter proposes a landscape framework
where the edges will be the most main element.
This is shown in the zoning plan (page 99), and
also in the location of the intervention areas
(page 100).
A zoning plan is developed through studying six
possible models, based on the three landscape
systems analysed (chapter 4 & 5)
The intervention areas have been defined by

Design program
Nhartanda Valley
1.
2.
3.
4.

Theoretical framework (chapter 3)
Reference cases
Landscape & system analysis (chapter 4 & 5)
Stakeholder analysis (chapter 4 & 6)

Secondly, it is analysed which guidelines are
specifically applicable to the design of the
Nhartanda valley, and form the actual design
program for my proposed plans.
The following guidelines of the design program
are distinguished in four categories: Why, How,
What and Where. These represent the purpose,
methods, strategies and location of design
solutions or interventions. In the category
What and Where, sub-categories are given,
corresponding respectively to different strategies
and stakeholders.
Furthermore, where applicable, a distinction is
made for the design guidelines in terms of:
• Spatial measures
• Management measures
• Combination

Why
•
•

To understand the landscape is to understand
the landscape systems
Environmental protection and development,
instead of environmental depletion, should
be the focus in cities in developing countries.
To protect the extremely valuable but

•
•
•

vulnerable resources the landscape gives
and on which many people are depending
on.
Climate change only increases the pressure
on landscape resources in cities in developing
countries.
Ecosystem services are a way to assess the
current landscape services and values, and
to find out which services are under pressure.
The role of the landscape architect in these
situations is to focus on the landscape
systems, of the past, present and future.
Knowledge on these systems, provides
knowledge on where changes should be
applied to solve environmental problems.
This is part of the design process.

How
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

What

Flooding prevention:
• Rainwater drainage
• Rainwater collection
• Diverting water away from sensitive elements
• Elevating houses
• Removing houses
• Filtration pond
• Retention pond
• Wetland

Preventing pollution of infiltration areas:
• Buffer zone
• Protecting the boreholes from harmful
activities:
a. Industry
b. Market
c. Slaughterhouse/butchery
d. Clay digging
e. Cemetery
f. Waste dumping
g. Application of chemical fertilizers &
pesticides
• Public sanitation
• Waste collection + recycling
• Improving public spaces
Sustainable agriculture:
• Rainwater collection
• Collecting animal manure
• Cover cropping/green manure
• Agroforestry
• Living + agriculture
• Controlled animal grazing
• Trees that require minimal water
• Drought and heat resistant crops
• Sludge + organic materials = fertilizer
• Renewable energy to work irrigation pumps
• Furrow irrigation, flood irrigation & basin
irrigation
Environmental protection:
• Reforestation
• Protecting small trees
• Living + agriculture
• Controlled animal grazing
• Improving public spaces
• Climate protection

Where

Natural landscape
• Limiting the influx of polluting substances in
the inundation zone in Nhartanda-Norte
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•

Collection of solid waste from streams
Vegetation on hill sides to prevent erosion
Establishing protection areas (with different
levels of protection) in the Nhartanda valley
Controlling illegal building in the Nhartanda
valley
Establishing the borders of the Nhartanda
valley, planting trees there and using a sign
to inform people on this border
Controlling clay digging and brick making in
Nhartanda valley
Integrated management between ARAZambeze, agricultural associations and the
Municipality
Influencing human behaviour for future
interventions
Countering desertification of NhartandaNorte
Fencing of public places

Wastewater treatment:
• Buffer zone
• Small scale wastewater treatment (per few
houses)(leaching fields)
• Constructed wetlands (leaching fields)
• Vertical leaching fields
• Grey water drainage

•

Design
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Treatment of wastewater before influx into
the environment
• Drainage infrastructure for black or grey
wastewater
• Drainage infrastructure for rain water
• Keeping the salinity in the groundwater to
acceptable levels
• Keeping the iron in the groundwater to
acceptable levels
• Controlling water in Nhartanda valley in
rainy season
Production landscape
• (Directly) around the FIPAG boreholes,
agriculture should not be allowed, due to
maintenance of the FIPAG equipment and
use of illegal fertilizers
• Treatment of wastewater before agricultural
use
• Sustainable farming (natural fertilizer &
pesticides)
• Provision of seeds or small trees to farmers
(and inhabitants)
• Controlling the use of phosphate and nitrate
in agriculture
• Maintaining a safe food output
• Maintaining a safe fresh water output
• Controlling logging
• Controlling reared animals in the Nhartanda
valley (grazing and manure)
• Improving the water security of the public
(and also private) water taps of FIPAG
• Planting fruit trees that also provide plenty
of shade
• Setting up an agroforestry program for the
Nhartanda valley
Cultural landscape
• Extrovert life1 needs climate protection
• Controlling illegal building in the Nhartanda
valley
• Locals use the Zambezi river for washing
clothes, dishes, cars and themselves, and
fishing
• A nice living space is highly valued
• Public sanitation facilities
• Limiting open defecation
• Setting up a sludge collection and treatment
system
• More waste containers (diminishing the
distance from people's houses to the
container), and improved waste collection
• More job opportunities

•

Planting (fast-growing) trees that provide
plenty of shade
Wishes - Inhabitants
• More sport fields
• Activities in public spaces
• Small markets along roads
• Open spaces with shade to hold sermons or
public meetings
• Creating more parks
• Centre for recreation and events
• Developing playgrounds for children
• Developing new green spaces or gardens in
the city
• Developing leisure places (fishing, docks in
the river, fairs, sports,...)
• Planting Neem trees to produce natural
fertilizers and medicines
• Planting Drumstick trees to produce oil,
medicines, food and fodder
• Improved walking routes in the Nhartanda
valley, from Muthemba to centre
Wishes - ARA-Zambeze
• Re-using of run-off water from water taps
• Introducing recycling practices
• Improved management of public spaces
• Maintaining and improving the green
appearance of the Nhartanda valley
• Improving the water security of the public
(and also private) water taps of FIPAG
• Controlling open defecation
• Setting up a sludge collection and treatment
system
• Controlling illegal building in the Nhartanda
valley
• Maintaining a safe fresh water output
(Nhartanda)
Wishes - Experts
• Improving
(sustainable)
agricultural
education
• Cycling track
• Revitalizing existing green spaces
• Pastures for animals in public places
• Fencing of public places
• Setting up an agroforestry program for the
Nhartanda valley
• Using fences of natural materials in the
Nhartanda valley
• Introduction of renewable energy
Wishes - Stakeholders
• Revitalizing existing green spaces

1 People in Tete spend most of their time outdoors, since many facilities or activities can be found outside of people's houses (such as
wells, places to wash clothes, cooking, etc.)

•
•
•
•
•

Introduction of renewable energy
Developing leisure places
Countering desertification of NhartandaNorte
Controlling illegal building in the Nhartanda
valley
Controlling clay digging in Nhartanda valley

Actual design program

.

PROBLEM

In this design, I aim to find ways to protect the
resources of the Nhartanda valley. Or in other
words, I search for design strategies to do this.
According to Prominski in van den Brink et al.
(2016), a design strategy is a group of design
tools. But what is a design strategy and what
is a design tool in my thesis? I can explain
this by using the metaphor of war: the design
strategy is the war plan, the design tool is a
type of weapon, the design principle is the form
and appearance of this weapon. Or to give
an example as illustrated in the next section:
the design strategy is preventing flooding, the
design tool is rainwater drainage and the design
principle is the form/colour/materials of this
rainwater drainage.
Five strategies have been developed, derived
from the problem areas identified through the
water cycle of Tete (page 51-53). Each strategy
consists of five to eleven design tools. Each
group of tools attempts to solve part of the
problems located in these areas, figure 7.1 shows
which group is linked to what problem.
It should be noted that within the design,
elements (design tools) from different strategies
can be incorporated where this is desirable.
Within some areas, multiple problems occur
close to each other. From reference cases,
literature, the theoretical framework and from
my own experience, the design tools within
each strategy have been developed. Below each
design tool, the source is named.

DESIGN STRATEGY

Vulnerable infiltration area (in northern part of [C. Preventing pollution of infiltration areas] +
the valley)
[E. Environmental protection]
Flooded areas during the rainy season

[A. Flooding prevention] + [E. Environmental
protection]

Infiltration of nitrate, E.coli, phosphate to the [D. Sustainable agriculture] + [E. Environmental
ground water
protection]
Run-off and waste water flow to the Nhartanda [B. Waste water treatment] + [E. Environmental
valley
protection]
Figure 7.1: Table of design strategies for specific environmental problems
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The detailed design program forms the input for
the design, and the link between the research
and the design parts of this thesis. Above, a
distinction is made in the design guidelines
between spatial measures, management
measures or a combination of the two. In the
design, only the spatial measures and measures
with a combination of management and spatial
are taken into account. The management
measures will be discussed in the section
Strategy (Chapter 7.2).
In this next step, models based on the three
landscape systems have been formed. To ensure
the design program is properly addressed in
these models, the guidelines in the program
have been divided in diagrams, representing
each of the landscape systems. The rectangle
represents the Nhartanda valley, and the circles
are placed in relation to it. Additionally, a fourth
diagram shows possible ways of environmental
protection, derived from previous research
(Chapter 6).

Design strategies and
tools

Drainage infrastructure for rainwater
Limiting the inlux of polluting substances in the
inundation zone in Nhartanda-Norte
Treatment of wastewater before influx into the
environment
Drainage infrastructure for black or grey wastewater
Keeping the salinity in the groundwater to acceptable
levels
Keeping the iron in the groundwater to acceptable
levels
Keeping the E.Coli in the groundwater to acceptable
levels
Keeping the nitrate in the groundwater to acceptable
levels

Figure 7.2: Design program - Natural landscape system

Keeping the phosphate in the groundwater to
acceptable levels
Controlling water in Nhartanda valley in rainy season

Design
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(Directly) around the FIPAG boreholes, agriculture
should not be allowed
Improving the water security of the public (and
private) water taps of FIPAG
Treatment of wastewater before agricultural use
Maintaining a safe water output
Sustainable farming (natural fertilizers & pesticides)
Provision of seed or small trees to farmers
Controlling the use of phosphate and nitrate in
agriculture
Maintaining a safe food output
Controlling reared animals in the Nhartanda valley
Planting fruit trees that also provide plenty of shade
Setting up an agroforestry program for the Nhartanda
valley
Controlling logging

Figure 7.3: Design program - Production landscape system

More waste containers and improved waste collection
More job opportunities
More job opportunities
Limiting open defecation
Setting up a sludge collection and treatment system
Extrovert life needs climate protection
Controlling illegal building in the Nhartanda valley

Figure 7.4: Design program - Cultural landscape system

A nice living space is highly valued
Extrovert life needs climate protection
Planting (fast-growing) trees that provide plenty of
shade
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Establishing the border of the Nhartanda valley
Fencing of public places
Influencing human behaviour
Collection of solid waste from streams
Vegetation on hill sides to prevent erosion
Controlling illegal building in the Nhartanda valley
Influencing human behaviour for future interventions
Countering desertification of Nhartanda-norte
Controlling clay-digging and brick making in
Nhartanda valley

Figure 7.5: Design program - Environmental and development

Tool set of the design2
A. Flooding prevention
Rainwater drainage

Rainwater collection

Diverting water away

Filtration pond

Retention pond

Wetland

Elevating houses

Removing houses

Vertical leaching
fields

Wastewater
drainage

Waste collection &
recycling

Improving public
places

B. Wastewater treatment
Design
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Buffer zone

Small-scale wastewater treatment

Constructed
wetlands

C. Preventing pollution of infiltration area
Buffer zone

Protecting the
boreholes

Public sanitation

FOOTNOTES
2 Sources of the design tools in the tool set can be found in Annex M

D. Sustainable agriculture
Rainwater collection

Collecting animal
manure

Cover cropping/
green manure

Agroforestry

Living + agriculture

Controlled animal
grazing

Trees that require
minimal water

Drought and heat
resistant crops

Sludge + organic
materials = fertilizer

Renewable energy
for irrigation

Furrow, flood &
basin irrigation
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E. Environmental protection
Reforestation

Climate protection

Protecting small
trees

Living + agriculture

Controlled animal
grazing

Improving public
places

Concepts
Before creating a design for the Nhartanda valley,
it is important to discover the main elements
of this design. What interventions are most
important to be done to ensure a sustainable
design for the valley? What should be avoided?
And in what location should the interventions
be planned? In other words, how can the design
program be further spatially developed?

NATURAL
LANDSCAPE SYSTEM

A zoning plan is a way to do this. In such a
plan, the major design interventions proposed
are illustrated. In order to develop a zoning
plan, I will use the 3 landscape systems I have
researched (chapter 4, among others). These
systems will inspire 6 different models, each
with a different focus, based on the landscape
systems, or a combination of the three (figure
7.6). The triangle in figure 7.7 represents the
balance between the three landscape systems.
Each of the 6 models has a different focus with a
balance more towards one or two of the points
of the landscape systems.
The 6 models will be analysed, and with that
CULTURAL
LANDSCAPE SYSTEM

Design
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information, the final model can be created. This
final model is represented by the exclamation
mark in figure 7.7, which lies in the middle of
the triangle, where there is balance between the
landscape systems. This last model will be the
zoning plan for the Nhartanda valley.

PRODUCTION
LANDSCAPE SYSTEM

Figure 7.6: Representation of the current balance of the tree landscape systems

NATURAL
LANDSCAPE SYSTEM

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Freeing nature
The productive valley
The valley of the people
Nature as boundary
Appreciating nature
Living agriculture

1
5
3

!
6

4
2

CULTURAL
LANDSCAPE SYSTEM

Figure 7.7: Models based on the three landscape systems

PRODUCTION
LANDSCAPE SYSTEM

Model 1: Freeing nature
A buffer zone, where nature development is
encouraged. Also, people are not allowed to
enter this zone, they should stay on the roads.
This makes the valley less accessible for people.
Any houses already built within the borders of
the valley are to be removed. The buffer zones
will also discourage any future building of houses
there.
Since waste water, flowing from the informal
settlements to the valley, is a major source of
pollution of the aquifer, treatment of these flows
is crucial.
Only agriculture without any harmful effects on
nature and the quality of the groundwater is
allowed. An example are the fruit trees that can
be planted in the northern part of the valley, to
contribute to the reforestation of this area.
In the rainy season, water is allowed to flow
freely through the valley. There will be no

drainage channels to guide the water quickly
to the Zambezi river. In some places, the water
can even be held in (retention) ponds. Then,
the water can infiltrate into the soil, therefore
replenishing the aquifer, and create seasonal
wetlands in the valley.
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Reforestation incl. fruit trees
Removal of houses from the Nhartanda valley
Wastewater treatment
Pools occurring in the rainy season
Bufferzone

0 250 500

Figure 7.8: Model 1 - Freeing nature

1000m

Model 2: The productive
valley
In this model, the production of water and food
is the central issue. These two functions should
not interfere with each other, for example, the
use of chemical pesticides and fertilizers in
agriculture is prohibited.
To overcome the impossibility of most fertilizers
and pesticides in farming, and to decrease the
amount of (ground) water used, new sustainable
techniques should be educated. Techniques
derived from agroforestry (Rocheleau et al.,
1988) could be used here.
Protection of the boreholes, where fresh water is
extracted from the groundwater, is important. In
the area directly around the pumps, there should
be no agriculture, and animals should be kept
at a distance. An edge of semi-impermeable
vegetation could achieve this goal.
Controlled grazing is realized through pastures.

With moveable fences, grazing animals such as
goats are confined in a certain area, where the
animals graze the available vegetation within the
confinement. Manure can also be collected in
these pastures, to be used in a natural fertilizer.
In this way, the effect of grazing animals can be
transferred to places that are less vulnerable for
vegetation, to keep them away from vulnerable
places.
The drainage channel already located in the
southern part of the valley will be extended
through the valley. The location of it should
follow the natural contours of the landscape,
natural gullies where water already flows in the
valley during the rainy season. Water collected
in this drains could also be used for irrigation of
crops.

Design
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Living + agriculture
Reforestation and/or logging
Agriculture & agroforestry
Pasture - controlled grazing
Wastewater treatment
Protected borehole zone
Drainage channel & irrigation

0 250 500

Figure 7.9: Model 2 - The productive valley

1000m

Model 3: The valley of the
people
The goal of this model is to connect the valley
to the systems of the city, the cultural system. To
make the valley a place where people from all
parts of the city meet. I distinguish two different
systems, with two different scales:
1.
City scale: Two main roads dissect the
valley, which connect the different parts of the
city, and the city to the region. A large market
can be planned here.
2.
Neighbourhood scale: Multiple smaller
dirt roads connect the different neighbourhoods
to the valley. Climate protection, planting trees
around the roads, could increase the amount
of people who use these, and increase the
pleasantness of the roads.
Small markets, with trees for shade, will act as
places where people from all the neighbourhoods
can meet.

Public places should not only be improved with
trees for shade, but also with improved waste
collection and public sanitation.
Since the valley will be a more attractive and
greener place in the city, this also makes it an
attractive place to live. Now, informal settlements
are built illegally within the limits of the valley. In
this model, there is space for expansion of the
city. This will be limited to certain zones, and will
be designed including vegetation, waste water
treatment, waste collection and latrines.
There is space for recreation in this model, such
as fishing, fishing with boats, and bike riding.
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Recreation area

Improved public places (incl. public sanitation,
waste collection, trees)
Walking routes with climate protection

Network: city scale
Network: neighbourhood scale
Market: neighbourhood scale
Market: city scale

0 250 500

Figure 7.10: Model 3 - The valley of the people

1000m

Model 4: Nature as
boundary
Here, both nature and the production of food
and water are the focus. ‘Nature as boundary’,
as is the title of this model, proposes that within
the production system, the impact of it on
nature should be a primary goal. Nature limits
the growth and location of the water extraction
and, in particular, agriculture.
Reforestation of the northern part of the valley
will be combined with the growth of fruit trees
and, where possible and under the appropriate
control, logging practices.
A small buffer zone, such as suggested in model
1 (figure 7.8), is placed on the edge between the
valley and the Muthemba district. This will have
similar functions as the buffer zone of model 1,
but will take up less place, otherwise suitable for
agriculture.
A large protection zone around the boreholes
is proposed, to limit possible harmful influences

of agriculture, and to discourage people to get
close to these pumps.
Waste treatments is also essential to protect
both the quality of the outputs (food and water)
of the production system, as well as the quality
of the groundwater and the natural habitats in
the valley.
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Reforestation incl. fruit trees
Agriculture & agroforestry
Wastewater treatment & distribution
Boreholes with large protection zone
Drainage channel & irrigation
Bufferzone

0 250 500

Figure 7.11: Model 4 - Nature as boundary

1000m

Model 5: Appreciating
nature
In this model, the relationship between nature
and culture is being developed and improved.
The goal here is to improve people’s relationship
with and awareness of nature (protection,
habitats, etc.). Ways to do this are:
• A new form proposed for a buffer zone.
Different functions have a place within
this zone. Housing areas can be planned,
including waste water treatment, but also
serves as a barrier for further expansion, and
from entering vulnerable places.
• Reforestation of the northern part of the
valley, including the development of new
habitats for native flora and fauna.
• Climate protection along the roads in the
valley. Not only trees that provide shade, but
also plants, bushes and other vegetation that
create new habitats in the valley. Benefits for

people (shade, materials, medicines, food)
ánd for animals (shelter, food, breeding
places).
In residual areas, agriculture is still possible.
Farming is part of the local culture, and a means
of survival for several people.
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Reforestation & habitat creation
Walking route with climate protection
Improved public places (incl. public sanitation,
waste collection & trees)
Recreation area
Agriculture in residual areas
Network: city scale
Network: neighbourhood scale
Wastewater treatment

0 250 500

Figure 7.12: Model 5 - Appreciating nature

1000m

Model 6: Living
agriculture
Both functions associated with the production
as well as the cultural landscape system have a
place in this model.

•
Protected borehole zones
•
Trees along the roads through the valley
•
Encouraging reforestation of northern
part of the valley
•
Waste water treatment

The most important function in this model is
a zone where expansion of the city is allowed
and designed, but also limited to that particular
zone. This will include vegetation, waste
water treatment, waste collection and (public)
sanitation (also in model 3, figure 7.10), and
farmlands or allotment gardens will complete
this zone, and form the final barrier. This zone
can, in time, be expanded to other parts along
the edge of the valley.
Small markets can also be part of the valley, part
of either the city or the neighbourhood network.
Other elements part of this model are:

Design
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Reforestation incl. fruit trees
Wastewater treatment
Living & agriculture
Agriculture
Protected borehole zone
Walking route with climate protection
Pasture - controlled grazing
Market
Network: city scale
Network: neighbourhood scale

0 250 500

Figure 7.13: Model 6 - Living agriculture

1000m

Analysis of the models
The six models described in the previous
section are analysed, to form the final model,
the zoning plan for the Nhartanda valley. The
criteria used for this analysis are the ecosystem
services, introduced in chapter.., that are found
within the valley. The models are evaluated on
whether there is a negative (- or --), a neutral
(+/-) or a positive (+ or ++) effect on each of the
ecosystem services.
MATRIX
MODELSof- the
DESIGN
GUIDELINES
This evaluation
models
will help to create
the final zoning plan, to determine which

Air quality
Climate regulation
Natural hazard mitigation
Water quality regulation
Erosion protection
Pollination
Habitats
Food
Water
Energy
Fiber/materials
Medicines
Ornamental species
Recreation
Cultural heritage
Education
Meeting places
Aesthetics
Inspiration for culture, art and
design
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Figure 7.14: Analysis of the 6 models based on the associated ecosystem services
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Soil formation

elements are beneficial or not for the ecosystem
services of the valley, to make choices on which
elements should or should not be included in
the plan.
Priority is given to the following ecosystem
services:
•
Food
•
Water
•
Water quality regulation
•
Natural hazard mitigation
•
Climate regulation
•
Education
These are the most important, and should be
included in the final zoning plan.

Final concept: Zoning plan for the Nhartanda valley

Design
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On the basis of the knowledge gained from the
development of the 6 models described earlier
in this chapter, a final concept could be created.
This is an example of research-through-design
(Lenzholzer et al., 2013): new knowledge is
obtained by designing, so designing is a research
method used.

•

Central to this plan is that the three landscape
systems (natural, production and cultural system)
should be in balance within the Nhartanda
valley. The 6 models have taught me that a focus
on primarily one or just two of the systems can
cause environmental problems (see chapter 4.4).
A balance within the design of the valley should
help to overcome such problems. In this section,
I will first describe the elements adapted and
derived from the 6 models in this zoning plan.
Ways to reach a balance between the landscape
systems will be further investigated in the next
section.

•

There are a number of components that can
be found in each of the 6 models. These have
the potential to contribute substantially to the
improvement of the ecosystem services in the
valley. The components are:

•

•

•

Reforestation. The groundwater in
the northern part of the valley is highly
vulnerable for infiltration of pollutants,
The soil is mainly sand & gravel, without a
protective clay layer. Also, because the area
is open and not much used, illegal uses
such as sand digging and waste dumping
happen quite a lot. Reforestation of this area
should serve as a new function for the area
(the production of wood, fruit, etc, but also
a new habitat), preferred above other, more
potentially pollutant, functions.
Waste water treatment. Many (seasonal)
streams drain into the Nhartanda valley,
flowing from the higher areas of the area,
from the mountains and the neighbourhoods
of the city to the lower-lying valley. Other
than water, these also transport much solid
waste and pollutants such as nitrate and
E.coli. To diminish this influx of polluted
water, this water needs to be treated before
it reaches the valley, and solid waste needs
to be collected or trapped.

Protection of the boreholes. One of the
most vulnerable places (for pollution of the
aquifer) in the valley is the direct area around
the boreholes of FIPAG. Certain uses should
therefore be prohibited and discouraged
here, such as (unsustainable) agriculture,
animal grazing, markets, etc. A protection
zone should be planned around these areas.
Sustainable agriculture practices. A
major cause of pollution of the groundwater
originated from agriculture in the valley.
Since people use (chemical or animal)
fertilizers and chemical pesticides, even
though these are already prohibited, nitrate,
phosphate and other pollutant infiltrate.
To discourage this use, new sustainable
agricultural practices should be educated
and integrated, to increase the yields in a
more sustainable manner.

Other components of the zoning plan are:

•

•

Buffer zone. Another way from preventing
pollutant to reach the areas where water is
extracted, is to ensure infiltration of runoff
water far way from these areas, so within
the edges of the city. A buffer zone can be
planned to ensure infiltration areas on the
edge of the valley.
Zone of housing and agriculture. In
certain places along the edges of the valley,
people have started to build houses within
the valley in an uncontrolled way (see pages
70 & 71). Planning a zone on this edge,
where housing is allowed and agriculture
forms the ultimate limit, could restrain this
development to planned areas.
Drainage channel. The existing drain
channel in the southern part of the valley
could be expanded to the north, to guide
water better through the valley, and to use
this water for irrigation.

The different elements of the zoning plan will be
further elaborated and investigated on a smaller
scale, within four specific areas (page 101), which
can be considered illustrative model plans for
the elaboration of the zoning plan. This will allow
me to refine this zoning plan, the results of which
are the landscape framework on pages 138&139,
including a plan for community involvement and
education on pages 134 & 136.

Reforestation, fruit trees, logging
Fishing and recreation area
Agriculture
Improved public places (incl. public sanitation,
waste collection & trees)
Bufferzone
Living & agriculture
Drainage channel & agriculture
Walking route with climate protection
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Protected borehole areas

Network: city scale
Network: neighbourhood scale
Market

Figure 7.15: Final concept: the zoning plan
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Wastewater treatment & distribution

INTERVENTION AREAS
In this section, I elaborate four areas which can
be considered illustrative model plans for the
development of the Nhartanda valley, based on
the zoning plan (figure 7.15).

Design
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The previous section has shown us the
importance that in the whole valley, the three
landscape systems should be in balance.
Here, I will describe the design of 4 areas, each
with a focus primarily on one of the three existing
landscape systems. In these separate areas, a
complete balance between the systems is not
possible. As this thesis has a pragmatic approach,
the existing situation, determines the design
interventions and focus. For example, in some
areas, agriculture is possible or already present.
In other places, agriculture is not desirable or
even possible. In these areas, the focus is more
on one of the other landscape systems (natural
or cultural).
Together, these areas contribute to a good
balance of the three landscape systems in the
valley.
A.
B.
C.
D.

The location of the four areas also relates with
the problem areas found in the analysis of the
water cycles (page 51-53). Below, this figure is
added again, to see the similarities between this
figure and the location of the intervention areas.

Nhartanda-Norte (focus on Natural system)
Sanddam and leaching field (focus on Cultural & Natural system)
City edge (focus on Cultural & Production system)
Farmland (focus on Production system)

Vulnerable infiltration area northern
area of the valley

Run-off and wastewater
flow to the Nhartanda valley

Figure 7.16: Problem areas derived from the water cycle of Tete

Flooded areas during the rainy season
Infiltration of nitrate, E.coli,
phosphate to the groundwater

detail A, see pages 102 -109
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detail B, see pages 110-117
detail C, see pages 118-125

detail plan of Josje Hoefsloot

detail D, see pages 126-133

0
Figure 7.17: Location of the four intervention areas of the design
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A. NATURAL AREA - "NHARTANDA NORTE"
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Figure 7.18: Location of area A - Nhartanda-Norte

Issues

Design improvements

•

•

•
•
•

Nhartanda-Norte has a sandy soil, making
this the place where most infiltration of water
takes place, replenishing the groundwater.
But it's also the most vulnerable for the
infiltration of pollutants, from waste dumping
and burning and open defecation.
There is not much water available for plants
or trees.
The area lacks vegetation, giving it a desertlike appearance
Many activities, such as agriculture, are not
desirable here, these could cause further
pollution of the groundwater.

Fig. 7.19: Vulnerable areas

Fig 7.20.: Desert-like
appearance

•

Reforestation of this area will provide the
area with a new function and protect the area
from undesirable functions and activities.
Activities allowed here are the planting of
fruit trees and controlled logging practices.

Fig. 7.21: Exisitng tree

Fig. 7.22: Waterboxx

Local materials and fit

1. Planting trees that require minimal
water and can grow on sandy soil

2. Cacti on places where people
should not come or occupy

3. Education on proper uses within
the area, and on how to keep the fruit
trees, is important

Landscape interventions

A7 Retention pond

C3 Public sanitation

C4 Waste collection + recycling D1 Rainwater collection
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D7 Trees that require minimal E1 Reforestation
water

E2 Protecting small trees

Added benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Air quality
Climate regulation
Water quality regulation
Habitats
Food
Water
Fiber/materials

•

Education

Incentives for environmental protection
•
•

Providing a new function, instead of polluting
activities
Providing alternative ways of public sanitation
and waste collection (and recycling)

E4 Controlled animal grazing

120
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As stated in the description of the zoning plan
(page 98-99), reforestation or greening of the
northern part of the valley is preferred. This will
be a new function for this area, making it more
natural and simultaneously discouraging illegal
uses of the area. Water availability is a major
constraint here, since not much water is retained
in the soil. Therefore, different techniques to plant
and grow trees in this area are collected (page
107). A start can be made along the edges of
the valley and along the major road through this
part of the valley, since water can be retained in
these places. How this can be done, is explained
below.
In the rainy season, water flows through the
valley, and so flooding some of the roads. Now,
this water flows quickly to other areas, and
is not much retained for other uses. Along a
main road, a zone can be planned where water
can be retained. Here, ground along the road
is removed, so water can be trapped here for
some time, before it infiltrates, and so creating
a zone where more vegetation can grow. In the
lowest part of the area, illustrated on the map of
figure 7.23, where most of the water (probably)
concentrates, pipes will be constructed below
the road, to protect is from flooding damage.
The other water flow that influences this area is
the runoff water from the neighbourhood on
the west side. Since the area is vulnerable for
pollution through infiltration, as much water as
possible should be retained away from the valley,
in the edge. This water can be deployed to grow
vegetation (trees or crops) here. Two options for
interventions for this area can be found on page
108.

Figure 7.23:Design of sub-area A

122

In this landscape design the focus lies on (1) the
reforestation and greening of the northern part
of the valley, and (2) the optimal use and control
of the runoff water, both originating from the
neighbourhoods as the water in the middle of
the valley. These two components are related
with each other, since the water flows can be
deployed to encourage reforestation of the area.
fig 7.41&7.42(page 108)

C

Legend
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Building
Road
Road shoulder

8

11

Small dirt road
Shallow streambed
Infiltration zone - steep slope (see figure 7.47)
Infiltration zone - gradual slope (see figures 7.44, 7.45, 7.46)

Tree

11

6

Gradual undefined slope

Duct
Gabion & rock covered area, to prevent erosion
Contour line
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fig 7.33 (page 108)
fig 7.44-46 (page 109)

A
D
fig 7.48 (page 109)

fig 7.47 (page 109.)

E

F

A'

Run-off water from neighbourhood
Rainwater flooding the valley
Rainwater being blocked by the road

Figure 7.30 Plan analysis - Rainwater flows and run-off

Vegetation in lower area (fig.7.28)
Existing trees (Macanica, Acacia ssp.)
Eucalyptus, Casuarina ssp, etc
Figure 7.31: Plan analysis - Vegetation
Figure 7.24 Visualisation of infiltration zone along the road through the valley

Infiltration trench (fig 7.28 & 7.29)
Lower zone along road
Ducts below road (fig 7.27)
Figure 7.32: Plan analysis - Structures
Fig 7.25: Poles to identify road

Fig 7.26: Gabions for slope protection

Fig 7.29: Infiltration trench

Infiltration zone (no trees allowed)

Fig 7.27: Ducts below road in Tete

Fig 7.28: Infiltration trench

A
Figure 7.33: Section A-A': Infilltration zone along road

A'

1

2

Reforestation techniques
Planting trees and vegetation that do not
require much water1
Trees:
• Acacia cyanophylla		
• Casuarina ssp.		
• Citrus ssp.			
• Eucalyptus			
Shrubs:
• Cassia artemisioides
• Ziziphus ssp.		
• Carissa grandiflora		
Cacti:
• Euphorbia ssp.		

3

4

500 l per day
635 l per day
285 l per day
500 l per day
30 l per day
70 l per day
30 l per day

Figure 7.34-7.37: Trees and vegetation with low water
requirement

10 l per day

2. Waterboxx2
The Waterboxx concept is developed by the Dutch
company Groasis. It consists of a reservoir where
young trees can be planted in. This reservoir protects
the tree and the ground around it from the sun, but it
also provides water for the plant, since it collects rain
and dew from the air and supplies it to the tree's roots.
After 6-12 months, the Waterboxx can be reused.

Figure 7.38: Waterboxx
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3. Scrap tires3
This technique is similar to that of the Waterboxx, but
cheaper since it consists of the recycling of scrap tires
and plastic sheets. This technique is derived from a
project in Kuwait.

Figure 7.39: Scrap tires for growing trees

4. Contour trenches
Contour trenches are designed to retain water in
the soil, to create a micro-climate more suitable for
vegetation growth. It also helps to stop erosion. Peter
Westerveld, a Dutch artist, has inspired a project in
Kenya that turned out to be successful to counteract
desertification.
A more thorough list of reforestation techniques
can be found in Annex L.
Figure 7.40: Contour trenches

1. Germeraad, P.W. (1986). Introduction to Landscape Design in Saudi Arabia: Student Manual. King Fahd University of Petroleum
Minerals
2. Groasis (n.d.) De geschiedenis van Groasis. Herbebossing is de oplossing. [online] Available at: https://www.groasis.com/nl/
samenvatting/hoe-bestrijd-je-woestijnvorming-met-herbebossing-met-minimaal-gebruik-van-water [accessed 20-8-2017]
3. Al-Anzi et al. (2016). Research projects. [online] http://www.isc.ku.edu.kw/research_projects.php?panel=5 [accessed 20-8-2017]
4. VOMM (2016). Waterprojecten Kenia. [online] Available at: http://vomm.nl/projecten/waterproject-kenia/ [accessed 14-8-2017]

Water flow 1: run-off
Retaining the run-off water from the city to the
valley (both rain water and grey water from
houses) can serve multiple purposes. First, it
stops the water from infiltrating too close to
vulnerable areas. Second, on the place where it
is retained and infiltrated, more vegetation can
grow. And third, it serves as a barrier for further
city expansion into the valley.
A way to retain water on the edge of the valley
is to construct so-called infiltration trenches.
Figure 7.43 shows a detailed drawing of such
an infiltration trench. In order for vegetation to
grow, or for crops to be planted, all water flowing
from the neighbourhood should be guided to
these trenches.

Design
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B

Figure 7.41 Detail C1:

In figure 7.41 and figure 7.42, two possible
designs are shown for these trenches on the
edge. In both possible designs, multiple small
trenches are planned, instead of one large one.
In this way, these trenches could be deployed by
individuals living in the area, or by the agricultural
association.
The use and ownership of these elements
determines the management plan of these
trenches, on a neighbourhood level. The best
strategy is probably to plan the trenches to be
semi-public. This means that certain individual
or organisations (such as the agricultural
organisation) can farm the products grown
here, as long as they also manage the trenches
properly.

Figure 7.42: Detail C2:

B
Figure 7.43: Filtration trench
principle (runoff towards
aquifer)

B'

B'

Water flow 2: flooding
In the figures 7.44 to 7.47, the details of the
infiltration zone are illustrated. Both the steep
slope closest to the road as the more gradual
slope on the other side should be protected
with gabions and rocks. The different possible
solutions are shown in these figures.
As mentioned before, on the lowest point in
this infiltration zone, pipes are planned to help
guide the water over the road, and decrease the
degree of flooding of the road. Details of both
sides of the road (north and south) are shown in
figure 7.48.

Figure 7.44: Detail D1: Detail of gradual slope. option 2

Figure 7.45: Detail D2: Detail of gradual slope. option 3
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Figure 7.46: Detail D3: Detail of gradual slope. option 1

Figure 7.47: Detail E: Detail of steep slope

Figure 7.48: Detail F

B. CULTURAL AREA - "SAND DAM AND LEACHING FIELD"
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Figure 7.49: Location of area B- Sand dam and leaching field

Issues

Design improvements

•

•

•

From districts of the city that have no access
to a sewage system, grey and black water
flows from the these areas to the Nhartanda
valley. This is a major source of pollution of
the groundwater.
This water can accumulate in seasonal
streams, and mix with run-off water in the
rainy season. This water all flows into the
valley.

Fig. 7.50: Wastewater

•

In the areas where wastewater accumulates,
a wastewater treatment facility will be
developed. This ensure the treatment and
reuse of wastewater, in agriculture.
This is an improvement of the groundwater
quality, and also less groundwater is used in
agriculture, since there is a new source of
water.

Fig 7.51: Wastewater use in Fig. 7.52:Leaching field
agriculture

Fig 7.53: Vertical leaching field
Kathmandu

Local materials and fit

1. Using local materials

2. Responding to existing height
differences, where this is the case, for
vertical wastewater treatment

3. Job opportunity for locals, manual
labor

Landscape interventions

A7 Retention pond

B3 Constructed wetlands

B4 Vertical leaching fields

B5 Wastewater drainage
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Added benefits
•
•

Water quality regulation
Water

Incentives for environmental protection
•

Job opportunities for locals, in maintenance
of this intervention

Design
This location of this landscape design is on the
edge of the Nhartanda valley, where a seasonal
stream meets the valley, close to a large primary
school.
A sanddam is planned that traps water in the rainy
season, and thus sands accumulates, which can
be extracted for building purposes. Currently,
the sides of the stream are undermined by
people illegally mining sand. This new sand dam
can provide a new and legal alternative for this
practice. Solid waste is trapped as well. Behind
the dam, water is retained, where the quality is
improved through a leaching field, which will take
out some of the nutrients in the water, before it
ultimately flows into the Nhartanda valley.

Design
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Drains along roads, and from private properties,
will be constructed, and guided to the stream.
Then, more grey and runoff water can reach
the stream, and is therefore treated before it
reaches the valley.

up

Also in and on the edges of the stream, additional
vegetation is planned, to make the stream less
reachable for people, but without creating too
much privacy to prevent open defecation in the
future. Besides that, a path is planned along the
steam on both sides, with trees providing shade,
and thus creating a new public space there.
People can use this new intervention to sell
products alongside these paths. Vegetation also
serves the purpose to stabilize the stream (see
page 132), prevent erosion and decrease the
velocity of the water flow. Where this measure
is not sufficient, stronger erosion protection
measures will be added, such as in the bend of
the stream.
Lastly, the outside environment of the primary
school will be improved. Rainwater and water
from the water tap is collected, vegetation can
grow in the shade of the trees. Gabions are
placed on the border of the school grounds and
the tree nursery, where people can sit.
A tree nursery is planned in between the school
and the stream. Rain and runoff water from the
school area is guided to the small Neem trees
in the nursery. Trees grown here can be planted
along the stream or within the Nhartanda valley
(see page 117).
Figure 7.54:Design of sub-area B
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Tree nursery (Azadirachta indica)
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Contour line

Seasonal run-off flow through stream
Road drainage, guided to stream
Run-off and furrow irrigation to tree nursery

Figure 7.62: Plan analysis - Rain & grey water

Low and prickly vegetation on slopes (page 11, princ
Macanica
Cassia
Existing neem tree
Tree nursery (neem trees)

Figure 7.63: Plan analysis - Vegetation

Sanddam (fig. 7.56)
Figure 7.55: Visualisation of school area design

Erosion protection (fig. 7.26)

Gabion
Furrow irrigation (fig. 7.60)

Figure 7.64: Plan analysis - Structures

Fig 7.56: Sanddam example - Kenya

Fig 7.57: Leaching field

Fig 7.58: Tree nursery with neem trees with
open-rooted planting
see page 117, principle 6

C
Fig 7.59: Proper road drainage

Fig 7.60: Furrow irrigation

Fig 7.61: Water pump incorporated in
playground

Sanddam & leaching field
The purpose of this new intervention is
to trap water before it reaches the valley
to slow it down, trap sand for commercial
use, improve the water quality by
trapping solid waste and treating the
water with reeds in a leaching field.
Some water will infiltrate into the soil
in the leaching fields, when this area
overflows, it is guided to the valley.

c. 6)

The proposed sanddam construction
consists of three lines of gabions. The
first, a dam is to retain sand and to slow
the runoff water. The second row only
consist of one gabion with grating to trap
solid waste, which should be collected
once a week or when necessary. The
third and last gabions are placed to
close the area which is the leaching field,
to retain the water there for treatment.
The construction of the first and third
dam is illustrated on figure 7.65.
Possibly, a layer of reinforces concrete
can be placed on the outside of these
gabions, on the two dam constructions.
When this is done, it can be even possible
to grow crops after a few years, but then
sand can no longer be collected.

A

A'

Figure 7.65: Section A-A': Principle detail sanddams and leaching field
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B

B'

Figure 7.66: Section B-B': Principle detail sanddam

stall

C'

Figure 7.67: Section C-C': Sanddam in stream, tree nursery and school area design

Tree nursery

For the design of this thesis to be work, many
new trees have to be planned. In order not to be
dependent on supply from outside of the city,
new tree nurseries should be planned. Here, small
trees are planted, and replanted somewhere else
when these reach a certain height. Important
aspects to take into account when planning such
a tree nursery are: (Germeraad, 1984)
• Permanent or non-permanent
• Planting below existing trees to ensure
shade for small trees in the harsh light of the
sun. Seedlings should gradually be moved
to more direct sunlight when these grow, so
that these can adjust to these circumstances.
• Planting trees on their permanent site should
be done directly after the first rains of the
rainy season.

Design
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A possible place is suggested in this landscape
design. Figure 7.68 shows how water (rain &
runoff from water tap) is collected in the school

A
A'
Figure 7.68: Explanatory plan of tree nursery water flow

area in small ditches, and guided to the nursery.
Using furrow irrigation (figure 7.60), the small
trees are supplied with water, although further
irrigation is probably also necessary.
Through the nursery, a height difference of two
meters needs to be overcome. Gabions are
planned to prevent ground from shifting.
Trees planted are Neem trees (Azadirachta indica),
since these can be used for multiple purposes
(Annex H), and can be planted well in the hard
grounds of the area (figure 7.58). These trees can
also be replanted using the open-rooted method.
Other trees suitable for this method are Cassia
Siamea and Sclerocarya birrea. Species like
Mangifera indica (mango), Eucalyptus and
Acacia species require (plastic) pots. However,
if the quality of the ground happens to be
inadequate (sandy clay, crumbly texture), pots
might still need to be used for all tree species.

Drainage

As mentioned before, grey water from houses
and drainage water along side roads are guided
towards the stream. This limits the amount
of water that flows towards the valley in an
uncontrolled way, and thus its unsafe infiltration
into the aquifer or accumulation of water in
pools.

Figure 7.69: Principle design solution - drainage of combination
run-off & grey water
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A

No scale
Figure 7.70: Section A-A: Detail of gabions in tree nursery

A'

C. CULTURAL AREA - "CITY'S EDGE"
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Figure 7.71: Location of area C- City's edge

Issues

Design improvements

•

•

•
•

Uncontrolled building of houses in the
Nhartanda valley
Dangerous due to flooding issues in the
rainy season
These houses are not connected to any
sewage system. Building latrines (unless
these are really well build and protected)
and uncontrolled flow of wastewater into the
valley will decrease the quality of the ground
water.

Fig 7.72: Wastewater

Fig 7.73: Flooding issues

•
•
•
•
•

Using the existing development, namely
people building houses in the valley, in the
design and play into it instead of forbidding it.
But a limit will be given to this development.
Raising houses to prevent flooding
Integrating this development with small
agricultural fields, allotment gardens.
Providing small scale and local waste water
treatment, to prevent influx of grey or black
water into the valley.
Small scale and local rainwater harvesting
There will be space for small markets along
the edge of the valley.

Fig 7.74: Agricultural field

Fig 7.75: Rainwater catchment

Local materials and fit

1. Using soil, from the digging of the
new drainage channels for the earth
structures for the houses.

2. New buildings will be concentrated
on places that are already relatively
higher.

3. Use of local crops, resistant to
drought and heat, such as okra.

Landscape interventions

A2 & D1Rainwater collection

A4 Elevating houses

B2 Small scale wastewater C4 Waste collection + recycling
treatment
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D5 & E3 Living + agriculture

D9 Sludge + organic materials
= fertilizer

Added benefits
•
•
•
•
•

Water quality regulation
Food
Water
Aesthetics
Meeting places

Incentives for environmental protection
This zone, where living and agriculture can
occur side by side, also forms a border for
further development into the valley. During the
interviews (Annex A & D), I have noticed that
agricultural fields are a way for people to have
'ownership' over a piece of land, and therefore
not allow other people to occupy it.

Design
This landscape design is planned on the northern
edge of the Nhartanda valley, where the districts
along close to the city centre meet the valley.
A new design is proposed here to guide the
development of building houses into the valley,
to build and live in a sustainable way, and to limit
this development as well.

Design
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Design guidelines and limitation are provided for
plots in this zone. The goal is to create new and
improved living conditions, places where people
can live enjoyably, while limiting the harmful
effect on the environment (sustainably attaining
resources as water, energy and food on and
around the property). Boundaries of current plots
are used. The policy will be that when houses are
destroyed by floods or otherwise removed, these
can only be rebuild using the design described
here. A 'pilot-plot' can be developed to showcase
its benefits and techniques used. Besides that,
the ground below the houses will be elevated, to
protect the houses from flooding. An alignment
of 10 meters from the road will be maintained for
the houses, so potential expansion of the road
is possible, as well as a proper water drainage.
Lastly, a maximum size of the plots should be
given, approximately 30 meters, so to set a
maximum size of the zone of buildings allowed
in the valley.
An agricultural zone is planned in between these
plots and the valley. This will serve as a the limit
of the zone, beyond further development is not
allowed.
Improved road drainage is planned, where,
water retained here can slowly infiltrate into the
soil, since it is important that water infiltrates as
far away as possible from places where water
is extracted. Besides that, zones in between the
plots for water storage, approximately 25-30
meters distance in between and 5 meters wide
This is an estimation. A detailed drainage plan
needs to be elaborated by experts. These are
left open, so in the rainy season runoff water can
flow freely into the valley,
Public toilets are planned in the higher zones of
the city, so on the other side of the road relative
to the proposed design. The design and planning
of these toilets is in relation to the current
developments and wishes of the municipality,
which is further developed in the thesis of Josje
Hoefsloot. This results in latrines where the
sludge can be collected and transported to a
treatment site outside of the city.
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Figure 7.77: Section A-A': Detail of duct in road drainage,
below entrance road to plot

W.C.

B'

B'

B

Figure 7.78: Section B-B'': Detail of road drainage and water storage area

fig 7.92 (page 123)

C'

B

Potential building area

A'

W.C.

A

Public toilet/latrine
Potential building area
Road
Water storage area
Property boundary
Well
Wastewater treatment area
Agriculture
Small tree (ex. Citrus ssp.)
Tree

C
60m
Figure 7.76: Design of sub-area C

Water
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Contour line

Figure 7.79 & 7.80 : Visualisation of city's edge before and after intervention: agriculture as boundary

Fig 7.81: Elevation of houses is essential

Fig 7.82: Proper road drainage

Fig 7.83: Public latrine example - Tete

Fig 7.84 Grey water garden - Syria

C

Fig 7.85: Solar panels

Fig 7.86: Rainwater harvesting

Fig 7.87: Small gardens near people's
homes

Fig 7.88: Living fence as possible property
boundary

Run-off from city to valley
Road drainage
Wastewater flow from houses to valley

Figure 7.89: Plan analysis: Rain & grey water

Public toilet/latrine
Potential building area
Elevated plot (fig 7.81)
Road drainage (fig 7.82)
Road to plots, including ducts (7.77)

Figure 7.90: Plan analysis: Structures
Existing tree
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Fruit trees on plot

Garden incl. wastewater treatment (fig. 7.84 & 7.86
Dispersed trees on farmland (page 132, princ. 1)
Agricultural field
Figure 7.91: Plan analysis: Vegetation

C'

Figure 7.92: Section C-C': Edge

Plots along the edge
The plots proposed along the edge of the valley are
characterized by a number of elements. These are
illustrated in figure 7.94.
1.

Grey water treatment. Recommendations are
given for tree species, which could be provided
by the municipality to promote the use of these
trees.
2. Property boundaries. Limitations are given
(water permeable, sustainable), but otherwise
people are free too chose what type of
boundary they prefer.
3. Rainwater collection. Each of the houses
are provided with a rain barrel to collect the

Figure 7.93: Aerial view of plots along the edge

Design
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G

fig 7.95 (pagE 125)

F

Entrance road

F'

Rainwater collection (fig 7.86)
Solar panels on roof (fig 7.85)
Garden & water treatment
Property boundary (7.88)
fig 7.96 (page 125)

Well (hand pump)
Trees (Citrus ssp. & Neem tree)
Agriculture

G'

Overflow

0
Figure 7.94: Illustrative plan of possible plot

5

10 m

rainwater for their own use. These amenities
are not much found in the city of Tete, but
can provide a welcome addition to the water
supply in between rains.
4. Solar panels. The houses will also be
equipped with solar panels. These are not yet
found in the city of Tete yet (see figure 7.85),
but can be the first attempt to introduce
green energy sources in the city. Since the
wind in the region is not very strong, and
the sun shines most of the time, solar panels
are a good option. On houses, they can be
used, for example, to provide electricity for
outside lighting.

F

F'

Figure 7.95: Section F-F': Detail of pump
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G
Figure 7.96: Section G-G': Plot

Road drainage
Along side the road into the valley (figure 7.98)
and the road parallel to the valley (figure 7.97)
road drainage is planned. These help to ensure
more controlled drainage of rainwater. Also, D
part of the water can infiltrate alongside the
roads, and therefore before it enters the valley,
to ensure more infiltration away from the
vulnerable boreholes. The rest of the drainage
Figure 7.97: Section D-D'': Detail of road drainage, one side
water is guided to the agricultural fields in the
Nhartanda valley.
Where entrance ways
to houses are located,
ducts (figure 7.77) are
proposed.

E

Figure 7.98: Section E-E'': Detail of road drainage, two sides

D'

E'

D. PRODUCTION AREA - "NHARTANDA FARMLAND"
0

250

500

1000m
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Figure 7.99: Location of area D- Nhartanda farmland

Issues

Design improvements

•

•

•

Multiple walking routes can be found in the
Nhartanda valley. These form the connection
from the district south of the valley,
Muthemba, and the city centre. However,
these routes are not protected from the sun.
Almost no trees grow along the paths.
Difficulties to plant trees in conditions where
flooding and droughts alternate.

•
•

Climate protection along walking routes will
be provided, creating a more pleasing micro
climate.
Creating places where people can stay a
while, talk to each other, meet, maybe a
market stall
The trees along the walking routes can
also be incorporated into a 'living fence' on
the borders of farmlands. In this way, trees
provide shade for people and for certain
crops, protecting them from the powerful
rays of the sun.

Fig. 7.100: No trees along Fig. 7.101: Living fences
sandy road

Fig. 7.102: Urban life outside

Local materials and fit

1. Trees that require minimal water,
but provide enough shade

2. Besides the trees, using shrubs
and other plants on the borders of
agriculture plots, as a fence

Landscape interventions

C5 Improving public places

D4 Agroforestry

D7 Trees that require minimal D8 Drought and heat resistant
water
crops
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E2 Protecting small trees

E6 Climate protection

Added benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•

Air quality
Habitats
Food
Education
Meeting places
Aesthetics

Incentives for environmental protection
•
•

Agriculture gives people a sense of ownership
over the land, which ensures protection of
these lands.
Providing farmers with techniques to grow
their crops that don't require the use of
chemical fertilizers and pesticides, will
improve the quality of the groundwater.

0

The landscape design is located where a small
seasonal stream opens into the Nhartanda
valley. The slope is quite steep, and now, the
stream just opens onto the road and the valley.
I propose that this stream is guided into the
valley more, and through a series of infiltration
areas (figure 7.114 and 7.115). The water from
these streams infiltrates into the soil, and more
vegetation and low-maintenance agriculture
can exist there, where now agriculture is more
difficult than in other parts of the valley.
At the end of the stream, remaining water can
potentially be retained and used for irrigation of
crops.

4
14

14

2
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Also for this landscape design (and for all
agricultural areas of the valley), a selection is
made of appropriate agroforestry techniques.
These could potentially help to increase the
yields in a sustainable way. On page 132 these
are illustrated and described. On the map of this
page, some of the techniques are also shown.
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Figure 7.103: Design of sub-area D
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fig 7.114 (page 133)
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Existing building
Road
Dirt road
Water flow
Stream/gully
Vegetation along waterway (fig 7.113)
Infiltration area (fig 7.108)
Living fence (fig 7.111)
Dispersed tree on farmland (fig 7.112)
Alley cropping (fig 7.108)
Tree along road
122

Contour line

Run-off distribution to farmland

Infiltration area

Figure 7.104: Plan analysis: Run-off water

Fruit trees and maintenance-low
agriculture around infiltration areas (fig 7.108)
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Vegetation along stream (fig 7.113)

Figure 7.105: Plan analysis: Vegetation

Infiltration area (fig 7.108)

Stream to farmland

Duct below road (fig 7.77)

Figure 7.106: Plan analysis: Structures
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Figure 7.107: Visualization of road through the improved farmland

Fig 7.108: Infiltration area - Netherlands

Fig 7.109: Alley cropping

Fig 7.110: Micro-catchment

Fig 7.111: Living fence

Fig 7.112: Singular mango tree on field

Fig 7.113: Vegetation stabilizing stream

Agroforestry principles1

132

Agroforestry
catchment

Design

The use of trees in (urban)
agriculture has explicit benefits,
such as increased income, increased
food security, shelter, increased soil
fertility and quality and moisture
retention (Duchhart, 1989). Steps
can be made in gaining knowledge
about integrating these technique
in the landscape, not just on plot
or farmstead level, and the use in
an (peri-)urban environment; the
relationship with urban agriculture.

principle

3:Micro-

+ Trap and concentrate water
+ Provide additional moisture
Trees: Possible measures for all
types of trees

FAgroforestry principle 6: Protection
and stabilization of waterways and
gullies

Agroforestry principle 1:
Dispersed trees on farmland

Agroforestry
cropping

+ Food/fuel/oil/fodder/materials
+ Improve micro climate
+ Diversify range of products
+ Increase crop yields

+ Nitrogen fixing around crops
+ Increase crop yields
+ Improve micro climate
+ Add nutrients and organic
matter to top soil

Trees: Trees with deep rooting
system, produces a light shade
and improves soil through
nitrogen fixation. Ex. Acacia
albida

Agroforestry principle 4:Infiltration
ditch

+ Collects run-off
+ Increases permeability of soil
+ Protects cropland from
flooding
Trees: -

Agroforestry
fences

principle

7:

Living

principle

2:

Alley

Trees: Trees with light open
crown with productive capacity.
Ex. Cassia simea, Sesbania
sesban, Calliandra calothyrsus

Agroforestry principle 5: Trees
and shrubs on borderlines and
boundaries

+ Useful products from left-over
spaces
+ Defining land tenure
Trees: Euphorbia ssp., Mangifera
indica, Ficus ssp., Citrus ssp.,
Carica papya, Moringa oleifera

Agroforestry principle 8: Trees and
shrubs along roads and paths

+ Stabilization of slopes
+ Decrease water velocity
+ Protection against erosion
+ Food/fuel/oil/fodder

+ Control movement of animals
+ Mark areas where access is not
allowed
+ Paddocking

+ Useful products from left-over
spaces
+ Providing shade on the path
and for crops

Trees: Ex. Tamarix, Mitragyna,
Sesbania
sesban,
Sesbania
bispinosa

Trees: Should not interfere with
crop production.
Ex. Moringa oleifera, Psidium
guajava, Euphorbia ssp., Ziziphus
mauritiana, Acacia albida

Trees: Ex. Azadirachta indica,
Mangifera indica, Combretum
adenogonium,
Leucaena
leucocephala

1. Source: Rocheleau et al., 1988

Infiltration areas
The stream flowing from the city currently flows
freely into the valley, uncontrolled and unusable.
This could be changed by guiding this stream
more, by digging a channel further into the
valley including a number of infiltration areas
(figure 7.114). Over time, as water infiltrates into
the soil around these points, it becomes more
suitable for vegetation to grow, and even lowmaintenance agriculture can be possible.
In this way, run-off water from these streams can
actually be used in agriculture in a safe way.
An important condition for this intervention, is
that any solid waste should be removed from
the stream before it enters the valley. This could
be done by trapping it with grating, such as
suggested on figure 7.65, just before it enters
the valley.

Phase 1
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Phase 2

Figure 7.114: Plan of infiltration principle

Figure 7.115: Linear section of infiltration areas

7.2 STRATEGY
Earlier in this thesis, I have mentioned the term
design strategy (page 85). This represents a set
of design tools being deployed for a specific
goal. This has been worked out in the further
design chapter.
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In this section, I will describe the first ideas for
this strategy, derived from the detailed design
program (page 82), interviews with experts
and inhabitants (Annex A & B) and the design
interventions.

Design

However, this just explains the design decisions
made in the design process. Such a design should
be complemented with an implementation
strategy. This consists of a management plan,
linked with a community involvement and
education program. In this way, steps are taken to
include the short ánd the long term in the design,
as well as important management decisions that
have to be made, and how local people can be
involved and informed throughout the whole
process.

Management plan

From the design program, a list of necessary
management measures could be drawn up.
Since these could not be directly applied in the
design itself, these are listed within the strategy.
These represent the management goals of this
thesis.
1. Collection of solid waste from streams
2. Controlling clay digging and brick making in
Nhartanda valley
3. Integrated management between ARAZambeze, agricultural associations and the
Municipality
4. Keeping the salinity in the groundwater to
acceptable levels
5. Keeping the iron in the groundwater to
acceptable levels
6. Provision of seeds or small trees to farmers
(and inhabitants)
7. Controlling the use of phosphate and nitrate
in agriculture

8. Controlling logging
9. Setting up a sludge collection and treatment
system
10. More job opportunities
11. Introducing recycling practices
12. Improved management of public spaces
13. Improving
(sustainable)
agricultural
education

Community involvement and
education program

Community involvement is essential to embed
the proposed interventions in the local context
of the city of Tete, in its community. Local
people should support and ‘carry’ changes in
their environment in order for these changes
to actually have a positive result for the living
environment.
In the dissertation of Duchhart (2007), on
community based design in small Kenyan towns,
it becomes clear that community involvement
is key to raise awareness on the “importance of
caring for their immediate living environment".
People can even be “turned into agents of
change in […] public awareness activities”
(Duchhart, p. 177). Besides that, community
involvement in new design propositions are also
beneficial for the community in creating new
sources of income for inhabitants.
During preparations for the workshop (Annex
K),, organized together with Josje Hoefsloot, it
became clear that decision makers in the city
of Tete believe they are sufficiently aware of
environmental problems and the importance
of caring for the environment. This may be the
case, and is essentially different from many of
the Kenyan towns mentioned in the dissertation
of Duchhart (2007). However, there are still
important steps to be taken to improve this
awareness in the local community, and actually
giving them the tools to decrease their (negative)
influence on the environment.
The process of community involvement needs to
be guided, and groups needs to be educated.
This can be done by ARA-Zambze, the
municipality or consultancy agencies or groups.

These parties will be responsible for successful
community involvement in a project like this.
The local community can be reached through
a number of different ways. It is important to
reach different groups in the community, and
to use the right methods of communication.
First, it can be valuable to target groups already
present in current society. These groups can
assist in reaching many people in the city, and
motivate, educate or guide them. For example,
the different districts of the city of Tete (figure
1.14) are divided in smaller entities, each of which
is represented by a chief. These are, from the
bigger to the smaller group:
1. Units
2. Quarters
3. “10 houses”

Second, useful methods of communication need
to be provided. Examples are:
•
•
•
•
•

Providing information on the local radio
channel
Developing lessons for local primary and
secondary schools
Distributing brochures in local businesses
Organizing community meetings
Organizing
workshops
for
different
community groups

So far, only the ways how the community can
be reached are described. But more importantly,
in what stages of the design outlined in this
theses can the community be involved? Below,
different activities are listed, where the local
people can participate in, in the stages of
planning, implementation and maintenance of
the proposed interventions.

Implementation of interventions:
1. Construction of (sand) dams
2. Planting trees
3. Setting up the tree nursery, preparing the
ground and planting trees
4. Construction of infiltration trenches and pits
5. Construction of gullies for waste- and runoff
water
6. Construction of pilot interventions
7. Construction of retention walls
Maintenance of interventions:
1. Monitoring
and
possibly
restoring
interventions after each rainy season, after
flooding
2. Cleaning gullies and, in particular, gratings
to trap solid waste
3. Testing water quality of the Nhartanda
aquifer (mainly done by ARA-Zambeze)
4. Monitoring new living spaces on the edge
of the valley, on households’ correct use of
resources and, in particular, discharges into
the environment
5. Maintenance of public toilets

Education

For this design to have a chance to succeed,
education and knowledge sharing between
the involved parties (the water board ARAZambeze, funding parties, community groups,
inhabitants, etc.) is essential. Inhabitants can
be educated to be able to build and maintain
certain interventions, providing them with
specific knowledge on, for example, sustainable
urban agriculture, dam construction and
wastewater treatment. This will increase the
inhabitants’ expertise and opportunities for
skilled jobs. Besides that, especially improved
agricultural education is important to improve
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Other groups in the community to be contacted
are:
• Religious groups or leaders
• Agricultural association (Nhartanda-Norte,
Nhartanda-Meio & Nharthanda-Sul)
• Primary and secondary schools

Planning of interventions:
1. Workshops with different community groups
2. Participate in education to become
trainers, to educate other people within the
community (in schools, community centers,
etc.)
3. Participating in sustainable agricultural
education

the water quality of the Nhartanda aquifer. For
agriculture to remain in the Nhartanda valley, it
should adopt more sustainable practices. These
practices and techniques need to be educated
to farmers, for them to increase productivity
without harming the environment.
On the other hand, leading groups involved
(such as the municipality and ARA-Zambeze),
can learn from the inhabitants as well. Knowledge
provided by the community, on problems and
opportunities in the city, can be essential to
improve the proposed interventions. In pilot
projects, this knowledge can be used and tested.
This knowledge sharing and education can
ensure more intelligent, accepted and desirable
interventions within the Nhartanda valley.

Design
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Figure 7.116: Vision of a greener Nhartanda valley

7.3 ADAPTIVE LANDSCAPE FRAMEWORK
2020
The aim of this landscape framework is to paint a
picture of a better future of the Nhartanda valley,
to show that it is possible to strive for a greener
and more sustainable valley and city.
The edges of the valley determine the landscape
of the valley to a great extent. Many issues
originate here (page 53), and many potentials as
well. The interventions described in the previous
sections play into these potentials, and aim to
overcome the associated problems in the edge.

Design
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Since the edge is so influential for the landscape
of the valley, it is also the main element, the
backbone of the landscape framework. The
goal is to strengthen this edge, to make its use
much more sustainable, in order to protect the
valley inside. I propose that, when the edges are
protected and maintained, more activities can
be possible in the valley, while creating a greener
and more sustainable use of the Nhartanda
valley.
The possible future of the valley will be described
through three phases, in approximately 3, 8 and
23 years. For each phase, the goals, specific
actions done in the edge and other actions will
be described.

Main goal:
Catching polluted water before it reaches the valley,
by creating either infiltration points or treatment
facilities.
Other goal(s):
Introducing safer and sustainable agricultural
practices.
Actions in the edge:
• Creating test cases for two different tactics to
apply in the edge:
• A. Allow & limit: provide a clean and pleasant
living space, including sustainable resources,
while limiting the development to a certain
area (pages 118-125)
• B. Forbid & change: forbidding human
occupation (mainly living areas), but providing
an alternative use to limit possible illegal or
unwanted use of the area.
• Infiltration pits and trenches
• Dams
• Wastewater treatment facilities
Other actions:
Planting trees, setting up tree nurseries, improve
the protection of borehole areas, sustainable
agriculture education in agriculture school.

The actions suggested in this framework can be
linked with a training program (see pages 134136), that can be adapted to the consequent
changes in the landscape through the years.
The framework illustrated here can only develop
over time. The interventions proposed in figure
7.117 can be realised pretty quickly, but its
completion is dependent on the specific location.
Further research is necessary. The completion of
the framework will take time, and needs to be
monitored through the years, for example on the
impact of climate change on the interventions.
Evaluation of the landscape framework, to
what extent it contributes to improvements in
ecosystem services for the citizens of Tete, will
be handled in the next chapter, in the Discussion.

Figure 7.117: Landscape framework in 2020

2025

2040

Main goal:
Further strengthening, improving and greening
of the valleys edges.

Main goal:
Extension of plan to the Nhartanda valley.
Creating a greener and more sustainable valley.

Other goal(s):
Exploring new and more extensive ways for
reforestation of the northern part of the valley.

Other goal(s):
Exploring tourism and recreation options.

Actions in the edge:
• Monitoring interventions
• Exploring more places along the edge where
A is possible, or where B is necessary.
• Creating meeting places, social functions
• Creating green places, using waste and runoff water).
Other actions:
• Reforestation measures
• Start developing southern part of the valley,
since least vulnerable area for pollution of
the groundwater: expanding agriculture
school, exploring recreation options.

Actions in the edge:
• Monitoring interventions.
Other actions:
• Further developing southern part of the
valley: recreational homes, park mountainbike routes, agroforestry
• Expanding sustainable agricultural practices
throughout the valley, focussing on
agroforestry
• Creating small market places and other
meeting places in the valley.
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Figure 7.118: Landscape framework in 2025

Figure 7.119: Landscape framework in 2040

Discussion and conclusion
The final chapter will conclude this thesis, first by discussing the research
and design process and the methods used. Final conclusions can be
made by providing answers to the research and design questions, and
recommendations for further research.
In this chapter, the following design question will be answered:
• To what extent does the proposed landscape framework contribute to
the ecosystem services that the Nhartanda valley offers the people of
Tete?

8 DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION

8.1 DISCUSSION
In this chapter, the discussion of this thesis will be
described. First, the discussion points regarding
the research and design process as a whole will
be named. Second, the performed methods will
be discussed. And finally, the feedback received
by Germain Bakker of ARA-Zambeze will be
expressed and, in particular, the way this was
accounted for in the result of this thesis.

Research & design
process

Discussion
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It is important to state that this thesis cannot
be seen as entirely objective. The subjective
nature of the thesis comes from certain research
methods used (described in the next section of
this chapter), as well as from the research and
design process as a whole. Special attention will
be given to what I have done, in the process
of this thesis, to increase the objectivity of this
thesis, and to what extent I have succeeded to
do this.
The results of the research in the field
and on the data acquired there, were used to
develop both general and specific guidelines for
the design (see page 82). The step to translate
the data to a design is partly subjective, by
the choice of forms for example. However, the
objectivity is increased by the development of
the before mentioned design principles, since
these are based on the data acquired, and on
literature and reference cases.
I should note that the design process described
here, from designing the models (page 9196), to the detailed sub-designs (page 100),
to finally the landscape framework with its
different phases (page 138-139), is an example of
designing through multiple scales. These steps
taken through the different scales, from high to
low scale, and upscaling again for the landscape
framework, where vital for the quality of the final
result.
I believe that a landscape architect in
such a process or project as this thesis1 , can play
an important role in providing the people with a

vision of a better and sustainable future through
visual representations and guiding the design
process in such a way that locals' issues and
wishes are involved throughout. Furthermore,
landscape architects should find a way to deal
with the environmental issues in the present,
the events in the past that have causes these,
and the possible futures. In other words, he or
she should work not only through the different
scales of a site, but also through different times.
Partly due to the wishes of ARAZambeze, my intentions were from the start
to provide the city of Tete with inspiration for a
better and more sustainable future. This report
will hopefully provide the first steps in that way.
Also, within the limitations of this thesis (time,
resources, etc.), I have attempted to incorporate
the wishes of local people within the design as
much as possible. For this, the step from research
and design, the detailed design program in
chapter .., was essential, as well as the chapter
'Community Involvement and Community
Program'. However, because of the before
mentioned limitations, more attention could
have been given to the future scenarios and
trends, as well as further exploring the current
environmental problems.
Also, taking up a pragmatic research approach
(Lenzholzer et al., 2013) as a designer proved to
be essential in this context. Research methods
were dependent on the research questions, but,
more importantly, on the local social, political,
etc. context of the case study. Much information
was not available from the start of this thesis,
and decisions on the appropriate methods had
to be made during the process. This required a
flexible research and design approach, that fits in
the local context.

Research methods

As the following methods were organized and
performed together with Josje Hoefsloot (figure
1.5), I will discuss these in terms of 'we' instead
of 'I':
• workshop
• "photo & interview coding'
• 'field walks' & interviews.

1. In a city in a developing country, with environmentally complex problems, with a sustainable future in mind.

1. Workshop

Before travelling to Tete, we had the expectation
and the wish that the workshop should focus
on environmental problems, the determination
of landscape units and drawing together with
the participants, inspired on the Green Town
Workshop developed by Duchhart (2007).
However, this did not match with the wishes
of ARA-Zambeze, since they wanted to invite
primarily decision makers from the municipality,
province and associations in the city. Also, they
expressed that prior meetings with this group
already focused on environmental problems,
and wanted to shift the focus on new ideas and
inspiration for the future.

ARA-Zambeze had expressed their wish for
the workshop to entail a presentation of the
work done in Tete up to that moment (9th of
November, 2016). This presentation should
contain our landscape analysis, vision on existing
problems and, most importantly, our new design
ideas and visual of a future, improved city of Tete.
Since we had already gathered a large amount
of data and ideas, and because of unexpected
translations2 needed to be made during, the
presentation took up a large proportion of
the time for the workshop. Had we known
this beforehand, we could have taken this into
account when making the presentation.
This left less time and attention of
the participants for the assignments of the
workshop. We should have given more attention
to this part of the workshop, as this is where we
expected to get the most input and inspiration
for our further research and design.
Here we also had an issue with
translations. Since we expected more people

In summary, we found that it was difficult or even
impossible to be both presenter and facilitator
at the same time. If a presentation is requested,
and the common language is not English, other
people should be well instructed to facilitate the
workshop.

2. Field walks & interviews

We encountered a few limitations during the field
walks and visits in Tete. Firstly, due to the distances
and the hot weather, with temperatures up to 43
degrees Celsius, we were often dependent on
car transport. This limited the amount of time
spent walking through the city, which offers a
different experience than travelling by car.
Secondly, on some days we had to do the field
work with quite a large group of 5 or 6 people
(driver, interpreter, employee of ARA-Zambeze,
official of municipality, and us). This was limiting
as we could start later on the day (especially on
a hot day this was not beneficial for the results)
and we moved slower, since we needed two
cars. However, we could also speak with more
people during the drives through the city.

2. Very few people invited spoke English sufficiently to understand our presentation, which we did not expect beforehand
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We attempted to organize another workshop,
prior to the one planned on 9th of November
2016, with people of the municipality. However,
this turned out not to be possible in the end.
We aimed to work within the current process
of the work done by ARA-Zambeze and the
municipality, so we needed to take the wishes
and advise expressed by them regarding the
workshop seriously.

to understand English, these needed to be
translated during the assignments by people of
ARA-Zambeze assisting us.
Since much time was spend on preparing
the presentation and doing the field work, we
did not find enough time to train and instruct
the people of ARA-Zambeze assisting us prior
to the workshop. Had we had the opportunity
to do this, we would have probably gotten
more outputs of the workshop, since they could
instruct the participants directly in Portuguese.
The assignments were well received by
the participants. Again, the assignments were
not translated to Portuguese, but people helped
each other to understand the questions well.
We did find out that people found it difficult to
draw during the workshop, since they were not
used to doing this. Training of facilitators of ARAZambeze would have helped this, and is highly
recommended for anyone organizing a similar
workshop in the future.

Third, in interviews of both inhabitants and
experts, translations had to be made from the
primary language of Mozambique, Portuguese,
to English, the language in which this thesis is
written. Furthermore, part of the inhabitants of
Tete speak the local language Nyungwe3. The
interpreter assisting the field work made his own
interpretations of what was said.
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We have performed 24 interviews with
inhabitants, some extensive and some quite
short, depending on people's willingness to
participate and the amount of time they had.
We were content with the amount of participant,
although we would have liked to have had
more extensive and in-depth interviews. We
found that this was often not possible, mostly
since some people interpreted the questions
different than we expected, or people did not
understand them. Cultural differences between
the researchers and the people, or between
the researchers and the interpreter, could have
caused this. We tried to adapting the questions
during our time in Tete, to improve the results of
the interviews. The results improved somewhat
throughout our stay, but issues remained in
some interviews.

3. Photo coding

The result of two months spent in Tete were,
among other things, a large data set of more
than 600 photos. These were taken to get more
acquainted with the landscape, and to use as
reference during the further research and design
process, for example on the behaviour of people
and use of the landscape. However, we (Josje
Hoefsloot and I), intended to complement the
landscape analysis, and to analyse this acquired
data into more detail. We have analysed 80
photos, from four different areas in the city,
randomly chosen within these areas from the
data set. Since the use of this method only
occurred to us after the case study visit, it was
not possible to take these photos in a more
structured way. We could have taken photos on
a walk through the city, taking a photo every
25 meters for example, or at every intersection,
as applied in the thesis research of Leemkuil

(2016). Besides that, we could have applied the
research method of walking here, described by
Schultz and Etteger in Van den Brink et al. (2016),
especially relevant when dealing with a complex
and unfamiliar context. This could have focused
the photo coding method more.

4. Landscape framework

In the last section of the design chapter (see
page 138-139), a landscape framework is
given. Here, a possible future of the Nhartanda
valley is composed, applying the interventions
presented in the design earlier. This method was
used to ensure flexibility in the planning of these
interventions within the landscape framework.
But is also shows that certain steps have to be
taken first, to protect and preserve the edges,
in order to sustain the services of the valley in
the future. Some limitations of this landscape
framework should be mentioned here:
1.

In the design, I have searched for cheap
and locally suitable solutions. However, it
is not covered in this these where money
and additional funding could come from. I
should note that in collaboration with Josje
Hoefsloot and ARA-Zambeze funding from
the organization VIAWater is found for a
project in the city of Tete on improving the
quality of the groundwater in the Nhartanda
valley.
2. Opportunities for tourism are not thoroughly
researched in this thesis. However, some
recommendations for tourism on the river
banks of the Zambezi can be found in Annex
K.
3. Testing of the proposed design interventions
is needed to know whether these
interventions fulfil the role they should.
I have attempted to develop a landscape
framework that gives an idea and inspiration on
how the landscape could change in the future,
and what steps are important to be taken. Further
research and elaboration is needed to improve
this framework and increase the chances of
positive changes in the future landscape of the
Nhartanda valley.

3. The interpreter did not speak the local language himself, as he was from another part of Mozambique. Therefore, another interpreter
from the municipality assisted us, but she did not speak English. The answers of inhabitants had to be translated twice (once from
Nyungwe to Portuguese, then from Portuguese to English), so more interpretations were made and the objectivity further decreased.

8.2 CONCLUSION
In this thesis, I have seen that the Nhartanda
valley in Tete, Mozambique is under increasing
pressure to deliver safe food and water to the
city now and in the future. In order to achieve
sustainable development in the valley instead
of further environmental degradation and
pollution of the Nhartanda aquifer, a sustainable
landscape framework, especially for the edges of
the valley is necessary.
The research and design questions form the
framework of this thesis. These have guided
the process to get an answer on the current
problems and wishes for the Nhartanda valley.
I will first provide an answer for the subquestions, to eventually be able to answer the
main research and design question.

SUB-RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Three
landscape
systems
have
been
distinguished: (1) the Natural landscape system,
(2) the Production landscape system and (3) the
Cultural landscape system. These reach beyond
the precise boundaries of the valley, since the site
is in connection with larger natural, economical
and social systems (city, regional, national). This
supports the notion of Roncken et al. (2014), of
the necessity of upscaling, a way to look beyond
the boundaries of an assignment or site, and the
integration of design in the greater natural and
cultural context.

The conflicts between human occupation and
the landscape most clearly manifest themselves
in the edges of the valley and the city. Overflow
and runoff of the city, but also of wastewater and
solid waste carried by streams and gullies. All
resulting in pollution of the ground water of the
Nhartanda valley.
3. How do the outputs of the landscape systems,
the ecosystem services, currently manifest
themselves in the landscape of the Nhartanda
valley?
The analysis of the ecosystem services through
photo coding, interview coding and observations
leads to conclusions on natural, production and
cultural ecosystem services for the Nhartanda
valley.
1. Natural ecosystem services: The Nhartanda
valley contributes to the air quality of the
city and forms a (potential) habitat for many
species. However, improvements can be
made in water quality and natural hazard
regulation, these are currently undermined.
2. Production ecosystem services: In the city
of Tete, the Nhartanda valley is the most
important place for food and fresh water
production. Not many other places in the city
are suitable for these functions. Sustainable
energy production is underexposed.
3. Cultural ecosystem services: All cultural
ecosystem services are underdeveloped in
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1. How does the landscape system work in the
Nhartanda valley?
This thesis carries the assumption that landscape
analysis, and the consequent landscape design,
should be based on the landscape systems of the
landscape. Motloch (2001) argues that landscape
design is foremost about the management of
systems. Understanding of these systems has
been the basis and the starting point of the
thesis.

2. Where do conflicts emerge between human
occupation and the landscape of the Nhartanda
valley?
This thesis argues that there is an imbalance
in the three landscape systems. Most human
occupation of the Nhartanda valley consists of
food and water production, a primary focus on
the production system. The natural landscape
layer is under pressure, and has increasingly
difficulties to deliver its valuable ecosystem
services. Furthermore, the valley does not offer
many social or cultural benefits for the citizens of
Tete. Examples show that people view the valley
as the back of the city, resulting in unwanted uses
such as waste dumping and open defecation.

the valley. Agriculture and football fields are
the key features to focus on.
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4. What are the potentials of the landscape
systems as an incentive for sustainable
development of the Nhartanda valley?
Analysis of the landscape systems has resulted
in a set of preconditions, which summarize
the measures that should be taken to support
the landscape system best, and the limitations
the systems have. These preconditions are
developed to make a list of measures, both
spatial and management measures, associated
with each of the three landscape systems, and
form the basis of the further landscape design.
It can be concluded that, for sustainable
development of the Nhartanda valley,
interventions should be proposed and
implemented in the landscape, which will lead
to a renewed balance in the landscape systems.
These interventions will form the spatial
incentives for sustainable development.

MAIN RESEARCH QUESTION

What landscape incentives have the potential
to encourage sustainable development of the
Nhartanda valley?

4. Wastewater flow to the Nhartanda valley
All of these problems are in relation to the water
cycle of Tete.
A specific design strategy is developed for each
of these problems, consisting of a set of design
tools. Five toolsets have been created:
A.
Flooding prevention
B.
Wastewater treatment
C.
Preventing pollution of infiltration areas
D.
Sustainable agriculture
E.
Environmental protection
These form the basis for the design of the
intervention areas, all located in the edges of
the valley.
2. How can these protective strategie(s) and
subsequent measures be applied in the current
landscape of the Nhartanda valley to create a
new balance within the landscape systems?
The development of a zoning plan for the
Nhartanda valley determined the essential
components of the landscape design:
1.
Reforestation
2.
Wastewater treatment
3.
Sustainable agriculture practices

Most problems occur in the edges of the valley.
To counter (the cause of ) these problems,
incentives and the accompanying interventions
should be planned here.
Functions that have the potential to encourage
sustainable development are: agriculture
(small or larger scale), job opportunities and
community involvement.

Four example plans illustrated the implementation
of the interventions to encounter the problems
within the edges of the valley, associated with an
imbalance in the landscape systems. Each plan
has a primary focus on one of the landscape
systems, depending on its current characteristics.
These were then applied on a larger scale,
beyond just the location of these plans, in a
landscape framework

SUB-DESIGN QUESTIONS

Together, this zoning plan and the interventions
of the example plans, create a new and improved
balance within the landscape systems of the
Nhartanda valley.

1. What are potential sustainable development
strategie(s) on the short and the long term for
the Nhartanda valley?
The four main problems that jeopardize the
sustainable protection of the Nhartanda valley:
1. Vulnerability of the infiltration area
2. Flooded areas during the rainy season
3. Infiltration of pollutants to the ground water

MAIN DESIGN QUESTION

How can an adaptive landscape framework be
designed in the Nhartanda valley to facilitate
sustainable urban agriculture, water extraction
and sustainable development?
The intervention areas of the landscape design are
an illustration of how the proposed interventions
can be implemented. The landscape framework
makes suggestions on how these ideas can be
rolled out throughout the edge and, ultimately,
to the Nhartanda valley itself.

•

Ultimately, sustainable development should be
encouraged, and a new, sustainable and healthy
relation between people and the landscape
should be established.

RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
Together with the thesis of Josje Hoefsloot,
this is only a first step in inspiring changes in
the landscape of the city of Tete, and taking
measures to improve the groundwater situation
of the Nhartanda valley.
More research needs to be carried out for
possible implementation of the proposed
interventions in this thesis or improvement of
the research done so far:
• Photo coding in landscape architecture

•
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The valley's edges form the backbone of the
landscape framework proposed by this thesis.
This needs strengthening and protection, in
order to protect the valley and its resources
within these edges. Flexibility can be found in the
location and completion of the interventions, as
well as in the training and education program.
It is advised to follow three phases in the
landscape framework:
1. Approximately 2020: Applying interventions
in the edge, to catch or treat polluted water
before it reaches the valley.
2. Approximately 2025: Further strengthening,
improving and greening of the valley edges
3. Approximately 2040: Extension of measures
to the Nhartanda valley.

•

research: This was an interesting method
to analyse the data set of a fairly unknown
case study. It has not yet been applied
much in landscape architecture research,
and further improvement of the method is
recommended.
Community involvement: During the
thesis, community involvement was only
yet achieved by doing interviews with local
people. A workshop was also organized.
However, the participants represented the
local community as decision makes, but
did not consist directly of local inhabitants.
Some ideas where already given on further
involvement of the community in the future
process (page 134-136). However, more
research should be done on how people in
the community, on different levels of society,
can be kept involved in the future. Additional
workshops can be organized, for designing
as well as information gathering purposes,
inviting a representation of as much layers
of society as possible. This is crucial, because
the a large part of the success of this
project depends on its interventions being
community based and supported.
Improving general applicability of the
interventions. Initially, my aim was to create
design principles that would be more general
applicable in other comparable cases. The
result however ended up being fairly sitespecific. Further research is needed to
translate interventions to other cases (even
within the same city).
Evaluations of ecosystem services. The
research done on the output of the
landscape systems, the ecosystem services
(chapter 5), could be repeated during the
process of implementation of interventions
proposed in this thesis. This will evaluate
to what extent the proposed landscape
framework contributes to an improvement
in the ecosystem services in the Nhartanda
valley.
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